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FOREWORD 

This handbook on Mediterranean Ports was 
developed as part of an ongoing effort at the Naval 
Environmental Prediction Research Facility to create 
products for direct application to Fleet operations. 
The research was conducted in response to Commander 
Naval Oceanography Command (CNOC) requirements validated 
by the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO). 

As mentioned in the preface, the Mediterranean 
region is unique in that several areas exist where local 
winds can cause dangerous operating conditions. This 
handbook will provide the ship's captain with assistance 
in making decisions regarding the disposition of his 
ship when heavy winds and seas are encountered or 
forecast at various port locations. 

Readers are urged to submit comments, suggestions 
for changes, deletions and/or additions to NOCC, Rota 
with a copy to the oceanographer, COMSIXTHFLT. They 
will then be passed on to the Naval Environmental 
Prediction Research Facility for review and 
incorporation as appropriate. This document will be a 
dynamic one, changing and improving as more and better 
information is obtained. 

M. G. SALINAS 
Commander, U.S. Navy 
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PORT INDEX 

The following is a tentative prioritized list of 
Mediterranean Ports to be evaluated during the five-year period 
1988-92, with ports grouped by expected year of the port study's 
publication. This list is subject to change as- dictated by 
circumstances and periodic review. 

1988 NO. PORT 1990 PORT 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

GAETA, ITALY 
NAPLES, ITALY 
CATANIA, ITALY 
AUGUSTA BAY, ITALY 
CAGLIARI, ITALY 
LA MADDALENA, ITALY 

/  MARSEILLE, FRANCE 
8 TOULON, FRANCE 
9 VILLEFRANCHE, FRANCE 

10 MALAGA, SPAIN 
11 NICE, FRANCE 
12 CANNES, FRANCE 
13 MONACO 
14 ASHDOD, ISRAEL 
15 HAIFA, ISRAEL 

BARCELONA, SPAIN 
PALMA, SPAIN 
IBIZA, SPAIN 
POLLENSA BAY, SPAIN 
VALENCIA, SPAIN 
CARTAGENA, SPAIN 
GENOA, ITALY 
LIVORNO, ITALY 
SAN REMO, ITALY 
LA SPEZIA, ITALY 
VENICE, ITALY 
TRIESTE, ITALY 

j 

198 9       PORT 

SPLIT, YUGOSLAVIA 
DUBROVNIK, YUGOSLAVIA 
TARANTO, ITALY 
PALERMO, ITALY 
MESSINA, ITALY 
TAORMINA, ITALY 
PORTO TORRES, ITALY 

1991 

1992 

BENIDORM, SPAIN 
ROTA, SPAIN 
TANGIER, MOROCCO 
PORT SAID, EGYPT 
ALEXANDRIA, EGYPT 
ALGIERS, ALGERIA 
TUNIS, TUNISIA 
GULF HAMMAMET, TUNISIA 
GULF OF GABES, TUNISIA 
SOUDA BAY, CRETE 

PORT 

PIRAEUS, GREECE 
KALAMATA, GREECE 
THESSALONIKI, GREECE 
CORFU, GREECE 
KITHIRA, GREECE 
VALETTA, MALTA 
LARNACA, CYPRUS 

PORT 

ANTALYA, TURKEY 
ISKENDERUN, TURKEY 
IZMIR, TURKEY 
ISTANBUL, TURKEY 
GOLCUK, TURKEY 
GULF OF SOLLUM 

IV 



PREFACE 

Environmental phenomena such as strong winds, 
high waves, restrictions to visibility and thunderstorms 
can be hazardous to critical Fleet operations. The cause 
and effect o-f several of these phenomena are unique to 
the Mediterranean region and some prior knowledge of 
their characteristics would be helpful to ship's 
captains. The intent of this publication is to provide 
guidance to the captains for assistance in decision 
making. 

The Mediterranean Sea region is an area where 
complicated topographical features influence weather 
patterns. Katabatic winds will flow through restricted 
mountain gaps or valleys and, as a result of the venturi 
effect, strengthen to storm intensity in a short period 
of time. As these winds exit and flow over port regions 
and coastal areas, anchored ships with large 'sail areas' 
may be blown aground. Also, hazardous sea state 
conditions are created, posing a danger for small boats 
ferrying personnel to and from port. At the same time, 
adjacent areas may be relatively calm. A glance at 
current weather charts may not always reveal the causes 
for these local effects which vary drastically from point 
to point. 

Because of the irregular coast line and numerous 
islands in the Mediterranean, swell can be refracted 
around such barriers and come from directions which vary 
greatly with the wind. Anchored ships may experience 
winds and seas from one direction and swell from a 
different direction. These conditions can be extremely 
hazardous for tendered vessels. Moderate to heavy swell 
may also propagate outward in advance of a storm 
resulting in uncomfortable and sometimes dangerous 
conditions, especially during tending, refueling and 
boating operations. 

This handbook addresses the various weather 
conditions, their local cause and effect and suggests 
some evasive action to be taken if necessary. Most of 
the major ports in the Mediterranean will be covered in 
the handbook. A priority list, established by the Sixth 
Fleet, exists for the port studies conducted and this 
list will be followed as closely as possible in terms of 
scheduling publications. 
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1.    GENERAL GUIDANCE 

1.1    DESIGN 

This handbook is designed to provide ship 

captains with a ready reference on hazardous weather and 

wave conditions in selected Mediterranean harbors. 

Section 2, the captain's summary, is an abbreviated 

version o-f section 3, the general information section 

intended for staff planners and meteorologists. Qnce 

section 3 has been read, it is not necessary to read 

section 2. 

1.1.1   Objectives 

The basic objective is to provide ship captains 

with a concise reference of hazards to ship activities 

that are caused by environmental conditions in various 

Mediterranean harbors, and to offer suggestions for 

precautionary and/or evasive actions. A secondary 

objective is to provide adequate background information 

on such hazards so that operational forecasters, or other 

interested parties, can quickly gain the local knowledge 

that is necessary to ensure high quality forecasts. 

1.1.2   Approach 

Information  on harbor conditions and hazards was 

accumulated in the following manner: 

A. A literature search for reference material 

was performed. 

B. Cruise  reports were reviewed. 

C. Navy personnel with current or previous area 

experience were interviewed. 

D. A preliminary report was developed which 

included questions on various local con- 

ditions in specific harbors. 

1-1 



E, Port/harbor visits were made by NEPRF 

personnel; considerable information was 

obtained through interviews with local 

pilots, tug masters, etc; and local re-ference 

material was obtained <S,ee section 3 

references). 

F. The cumulative information was reviewed, 

combined, and condensed for harbor studies. 

1.1.3   Organization 

The Handbook contains two sections for each 

harbor. The first section summarizes harbor conditions 

and is intended for use as a quick reference by ship 

captains, navigators, inport/at sea OOD's, and other 

interested personnel.  This sectiorf contains: 

A. a brief narrative summary of environmental 

hazards, 

B. a table display of vessel location/situation, 

potential environmental hazard, effect-pre- 

cautionary/evasion actions, and advance 

indicators of potential environmental 

hazards, 

C. local wind wave conditions, and 

D. tables depicting the wave conditions result- 

ing from propagation of deep water swell into 

the harbor. 

The swell propagation information includes percent 

occurrence, average duration, and the period of maximum 

wave energy within height ranges of greater than 3.3 feet 

and greater than 6.6 feet. The details on the generation 

of sea and swell information are  provided in Appendix A. 

The second section contains additional details and 

background information on seasonal hazardous conditions. 

This section is directed to personnel who have a need for 

additional insights on environmental hazards and related 

weather events. 
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1.2.     CONTENTS OF SPECIFIC HARBOR STUDIES 

This handbook speci-fically addresses potential 

wind and wave related hazards to ships operating in 

various Mediterranean ports utilized by the U.S. Navy. 

It does not contain general purpose climatology and/or 

comprehensive forecast rules for weather conditions of a 

more benign nature. 

The contents are intended for use in both pre- 

visit planning and in situ problem solving by either 

mariners or environmentalists. Potential hazards related 

to both weather and waves are addressed. The 

oceanographic information includes some rather unique 

information relating to deep water swell propagating into 

harbor shallow water areas. 

Emphasis is placed on the hazards related to 

wind, wind waves, and the propagation of deep water swell 

into the harbor areas. Various vessel 

locations/situations are considered, including moored, 

nesting, anchored, arriving/departing, and small boat 

operations. The potential problems and suggested pre- 

cautionary/evasive actions for various combinations of 

environmental threats and vessel location/situation are 

provided. Local indicators of environmental hazards and 

possible evasion techniques are summarized for various 

scenarios. 

1 -- 



CAUTIONARY NOTE: In September 1985 Hurricane Gloria raked 

the Norfolk, VA area while several US Navy ships were 

anchored on the muddy bottom of Chesapeake Bay. One 

important fact was revealed during this incident: Most 

all ships frigate size and larger dragged anchor, some 

more than others, in winds of over 50 knots. As winds and 

waves increased, ships 'fell into' the wave troughs, 

BROADSIDE TO THE WIND and become difficult or impossible 

to control. , 

This was a rare instance in which several ships 

of recent design were exposed to the same storm and much 

effort was put into the documentation of lessons learned. 

Chief among these was the suggestion to evade at sea 

rather than remain anchored at port whenever winds of 

such intensity were forecast. 
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2.    CAPTAIN'S SUMMARY 

The La Maddalena Island Group  is  centered  near 

41.2°N,  9.4"'E D-f-f the northeast end of Sardinia.  It is 

about 210 n mi west o-f the Port of Gaeta,  Italy  (Figure 

2-1) . 

*'< 
'^*^^'°> CORSICA 

Figure 2-1.  Ports o-f Italy, Sicily, and Sardinia. 
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The La Maddalena Port Complex is about 10 n mi 

southeast of the center of the Strait of Bonifacio and 15 

n mi (direct line) northwest of the Gulf of Aranci 

(Figure 2-2). Winds and resulting wave conditions are 

strongly influenced by local effects . and are not 

representative of the open sea conditions. 

Figure 2-2.  La Maddalena Island Complex 



The port -facilities of interest in this study in 

the La Maddalena complex include the Submarine Tender 

Mooring on the east coast of Isola Santo Stefano, the 

Fleet Landing on Isola La Maddalena, and Palau City Pier 

on the north coast of Sardinia (Figure 2-3). 

It is important to note that according to local 

mariners, THE PREVAILINB WIND DIRECTION AT SEA CANNOT BE 

ASSUMED TO REPRESENT THAT WHICH MILL BE ENCOUNTERED IN 

THE LA MADDALENA ISLAND GROUP. 

The submarine tender site is vulnerable to strong 

northeasterly winds and seas which funnel through the 

passage between Isola La Maddalena and Isola Caprera. 

When winds are west or northwesterly (called 'Ponente') 

the lee area, where the site is located, is subjected to 

swirling winds with changeable direction at low levels. 

This makes berthing and helicopter operations difficult, 

if not unsafe. 

The Palau city pier is adversely affected by 

northwesterly swell, generated by Mistral/Ponente 

conditions. Small boat operations to Palau are curtailed 

during a strong event due to the danger of smashing 

against the pier structure. Commercial ferries from La 

Maddalena to Palau may continue to operate; however, in 

strong wind conditions they divert course through Radi di 

Santo Stefano instead of sailing directly to Palau. 

The Fleet Landing on Isola La Maddalena is well 

protected from heavy wind and sea conditions. Anchorages 

in nearby waters are limited due to the presence of 

submarine cables, but the waters south of the town of La 

Maddalena are said to offer an anchorage on a bottom with 

good holding qualities. Volume II of the Mediterranean 

Pi lot, states that anchorage in Rada di Santo Stefano 

"can be obtained by large vessels, in depths of from IS 

to 23 fathoms (32 m to 42 m), sand and weed, but the 

holding ground is not good, and strong westerly winds 

sometimes cause vessels to drag. The anchorage is secure 

during  northeasterly  and southeasterly winds." A number 
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of mooring buoys, for use by Italian naval vessels, are 

positioned just east of the NATO pier. The NATO pier and 

the submarine tender on Isola Santo Stefano are protected 

from winds from 190" to 330" (true). These sites are 

most vulnerable to northeasterly winds which funnel 

through Paso del la Moneta (tioneta Pass) between Isola La 

Maddalena and Isola Caprera. Winds from all other 

directions are diminished by the surrounding topography, 

with westerly winds of 30 kt often being reduced to 8- 

15 kt in the NATO pier area. Because of the configura- 

tion of the surrounding area, wind directions sometime 

vary greatly over a short distance. An example of the 

variability in wind direction occurs when the Ensign and 

Jack of the tender stand straight out, but in OPPOSITE 

DIRECTIONS. U.S. Navy aircraft carriers and other large 

vessels anchor southeast of Isola Caprera. 

Three anchorage areas have been selected for 

detailed wave analysis for La Maddalena (Figure 2-3). 

Point 1 is along the Fleet Landing to Palau route, just 

west of Isola Santo Stefano. Point 2 is southeast of 

Isola Caprera where fleet vessels can anchor. Point 3 is 

off the Palau City pier. There is no significant swell 

energy propagated into the vicinity of the submarine 

tender site. 

Currents in Rada di Santo Stefano are generally 

light, with the current off the NATO pier having a south- 

easterly set. Persistent strong winds will enhance the 

currents in the area. A strong Mistral can cause a 3.5 

to 4 kt easterly flowing current in the Strait of 

Bonifacio. 

Specific hazardous environmental conditions, 

vessel situations, and suggested precautionary/evasion 

action scenarios are summarized in Table 2-1. Use of 

this table can be made by entering with a known or 

planned vessel location/situation or an observed indica- 

tor of potential hazard and obtaining information on the 

specific hazard and suggested precautionary/evasive 

actions. 
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TABLE 2 1.  Summary of   hazardous environmental conditions for the Port of La Maddalena, Italy 

HAZARDOUS CONDITION 

Stronii HE mniis - Caasei by steep 
pressure gradient nhen lo» pressure 
systee is noving tlirougli 6ul( of 
Genoj and SE across Tyrrhenian Sea. 

* (tost Jikely in late autum, 
winter, or early spring, 

* Strongest in Jate «intBr and 
early spring. 

* Uncoiion in suiner. 

fjnente i«ind_5 - Strong B to m mnds 
occurring »hen Nistral hlo»s across 
western flediterranean Sea tc Strait o( 
Bonifacio, 

«   Strongest in »inter and spring. 
* Unconon, but possilile, in su««er, 
* Strong event can generate 15-20 ft 

javes in Strait of Bonifacio and 
8-10 ft »aves at Palau city pier, 

* Creates hazardous iooring 
conditions at NATO pier on Isola 
Santo Stefano. 

* Creates turbulent atiosphere for 
lielicopter operations at NATO pier 
site. ' 

INDICATORS OF POTENTIAL HAZARD 

Advance warning 
*~f™rTow pressure tenter forecast to .ove through or intensify in the 

6uH of Senoa and mve SE across the lyrrhenian Sia. ' 
•   M winds can veer to NE within 24 hours. 

Duratii 
"Usually about 24-34 hours after onset. 

Advance warning 
TTarriTFatocunulus clouds building along west coast of Corsica when la 

Biddalena 15 clear provides 24 hoir warning. 

pos5ible°Ponente?' '° ''''"'*■ °" "'"''"'' '''""'" "''"'" °* ' 

Duration 

"^rSllJ diL'i^hJnj"""'"' '" ='™"* '"' ""' "• -^'=. '^™ 

VESSEL   LOCATION/ 
SITUATION   AFFECTED 

fll Subnarine tender Wed-ionred 
at NflIU pier on Isola SanTn 
Stefano -"subgarines anri/nr 
other vessels nested alongside. 

12) Anchored in 8ada di Sanfn 
Stefano^ ' 

13) Arrivino/departina La 
Haddalena Island group. 

(4) Saall boat operations. 

(5) Helicopter operations at 
HflroTrerT   

<!) Subiiartne tender hed-noorpd 
jtNAlu pier on Isola Santo  
Stefano - subsarines and/or 
oiner vessels nested aloiigsidp. 

12) Anchored in Bada di Santo 
Stefano, 

'3) Anchored southeast of Isola 
CaorerTi     ' " 

(4) Arrivina/departina La 
Haddalena Island group. 

(5) 5«all boat operations. 

16) Helicopter operations at 
HATO pier. 

EFFECT - PRECAUTIONARY/EVASIVE ACTIONS 

i) Waves^iay wash over sutiagnejiulls and enter ooen access hatches, 
!   Sub«arines should be neira in lee"of tender to reduce wave effect, 
»   OlDse all hatches not reguired to be open. 

* fgs'g'i vessels ;ay shift if exposed to full force nf wind. 

• Nooring lines should he checked and doubled if shifting is evident. 

) Vessels at anchor. 
* I wo anchors nay be reguired. 
«   Hove to lee of Isola Caprera to avoid worst of wind/waves. 

' ftiyevailing wind at sea cannot be assu.ed to be re.rps»nf.fi.. of ,i„rt5 
that^will be experienced i. the irHadHalena Island. ^hrr^j^glljHgf 

^"lind^'lubSye"!"' '° '*"° "*"■ ""'""' """"" '"""'"9 '' "a until NE 

'  T~]k^^^'yWi^'''" 'f'g'-" °»^^"i"° cnnditions, but boats 5Q-ff nr 
larger should be able fo continue nornal operations! ^ 

' h'.'l'.'ifL*''! T/'*-'.T ^t""''' '" """"cteil with caution due to at.nsnbpnr 
lllgggfgOIriJIgMiTM^ the surroun^r" 

'a) "educed wind speeds in lee of Isola Santo Stefano, 

"" t'"t ''''•'^t'"" is uncertain due to swirling winds in lee of island 
* bsign and jack nay stand straight out iNJPPDSj IE £lB£CTIoil5 
* S'J2 '™''=^'" "eif-nmred position is difficult,    Ssoke (lares are 

used to deteriine wind direction(s) during evolution. 

'" 57fedL'°""°" '" '" °' ""' S'"'° StefMd results ,n reduced wind 

fTTnd direction is uncertain due to swirling winds in lee of island 
It   Beploy two anchors if strong Ponente winds are forecast. 

'*' ""^""rag; position Provides little protection frn. Pnn.nf. Kinds 
«   Consider .ove to b'uH of flranci in HE coast o) Sardinia. 

'*' f,"'P^"'','ing wind at sea cannot be assu.ed to he representative of winds 
EflL^ilUOJlinenced in the La Ha-affrenrRnnd^i;,!"" Ih^VS^^rse f! 

• find conditions in the lee of island will likely vary considerably fro. 
hose encountered in exposed areas between the islanJs ' 

t   Inbound vesses, consider renaining at sea until Ponente winds abate 
sl^li?'o?Z!LJ!r "" """ ' ^ '"-^ » easterly"L^r";;?^;M:■ 

• rreguent eddy over liTlcDpter landing area adjacent to NATO pier. 
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TABLE 2-1, <Cantinued) 

HAZARDOUS   CONDITION INDICATORS   OF   POTENTIAL   HAZARD 
VESSEL   LOCATION/ 

SITUATION   AFFECTED EFFECT   -   PRECAUTIONARY/EVASIVE   ACTIONS 

3,    NW'ly waves - Caused by Mistral/Ponente 
winds. 

»   9-10 ^t waves at Palau city pier 
disrupts scheduled boat runs. 

♦   Swell propagates south at Isola 
Sparqi into the area west of Isola 
Santo Stefano.    Wind waves extend 
beyond to the south of Stefano and 
Caprera causing probleis for 

;                      submarines and siall surface units 
inbound to Rada di Santo Stefano, 

■ 

J 

Advance warninq 
*■   To be expected anytime a Mistral is occurring in the western 

Mediterranean Sea or a Ponente is forecast at La Maddalena, 
♦ Swell can be expected at La Maddalena about 12-18 hours after a strong 

Mistral begins in the Gulf of Lion, 

Wave height 
»   The wave height south of Isola Spargi and west of Isola Santo Stefano 

will be roughly one-half that experienced in the Strait of Bonifacio- 

Duration 
# When the wind at La Haddalena starts to veer to the N, the waves will 

norsally caU locally in approxiiiately 6-10 hours. 

(1) Anchored southeast of Isola 
Caprera. 

(2) Arrivinq/departirq La 
Maddalena Island group. 

(3) Small boat operations. 

(a) Waves will develop south of Isola Caprera. 
♦   Vessels should consider iioving to Gulf of Aranci on NE coast of Sardinia 

if waves at the anchorage becose a problea. 

(a) Sea state varies greatly with location. 
♦ Westerly winds of 15 kt or greater will produce 4-6 ft 11,2 to 1.6 n) or 

higher waves in the passage froa the Strait of Bonifacio, south of 
Isola Spargi, and west of Isola Santo Stefano.    Units passing E of Isola 
Caprera enroute to an approach fron the northwest to La Maddalena can be 
nislead by the caU area in the lee of Caprera, only to be confronted by 
larpe waves in the Strait of Bonifacio. 

»   Sustained NU winds of 15 kt or greater create waves in the 
open area E of Isola Caprera of froBi 10-15 ft (3 to 4.5 ral, 

♦ A cals area sosietimes exists E of Capo d'Orso in lee of Caprera.    This 
can be aisleadino as to the existing sea state E of Caprera. 

t   When the wind calns, the local wave conditions in the roadstead abate 
rapidly, but renain for an extended period of tiie in the approaches to 
the roaastead. 

ia)  Little inpact on snail  boats except on runs to Palau city pier. 
»   ti-10 ft Ci^.ti to i B) waves take docking at Palau dangerous due to 

danger of snashing against the pier, 
♦ Saall boat runs to Palau aay be curtailed in favor of larger coamercial 

ferry service froa La Maddalena. 

4.    Tropical cyclones - ftlthou{jh uncoiinn, 
tropicaJ cyclones have been observed m 
the Mediterranean basin. 

• Host likely in late sufliiier/autuiin 
but nay occur m any season. 

♦ Storf! track is difficult to 
forecast accurately.    Manners 
■ust give wide berth to forecast 
track. 

Advance warning 
• High, thin clouds in cyclonicaity spiralling bands, gradually 

thickening. 
♦ Long-period swell froa southern seaicircle with no other reasonable 

explanation, 

■'*■ -                             -       ■   _   ^ 

(1) Bubnarine tender Hed-moored 
at NATO pier on Isola Banto 
Stefano - submarines and/or 
other vessels nested alongside. 

(2) Anchored in Rada di Banto 
Stefano. 

13) Anchored southeast of Isola 
Caprera. 

(4) Arriving/departirg La 
Maddalena Island groLp. 

(5) Small boat operations. 

(6) Helicopter operations at 
NATO pier. 

(a) Vessels should put to sea and evade stora, 

la) Vessels should put to sea and evade stora. 

(a) Vessels should put to sea and evade stori. 

(a) Inbound/outbound vessels should stay at sea/qo to sea and 
evade stora, 
* If at sea, stay at sea, 
• If departing harbor, plan to leave early. 

(a) Cancel s«all boat operations. 
t   Hoist sflial] craft out of water and secure on deck or, in the case of 

shore-based boats, secure well above the high tide line. 

(a) Operate helicopters with caution. 
♦   Delay all unnecessary flights until winds abate. 



Table 2-2 provides the height ratio and direction 

of shallow water waves to expect at points 1, 2, and 3 

(Figure 2-3) when the deep water wave conditions are 

known. 

The La Maddalena Point 2 conditions are found by 

entering Table 2-2 with the forecast or known deep water 

wave direction and period. The height is determined by 

multiplying the deep water height (6 ft) by the ratio of 

shallow to deep height <.5). 

Examples  Use of Table 2-2 for La Maddalena 
      Point 2. 

Deep water wave forecast as provided by a 
forecast center or a reported/observed deep 
water wave condition: 

6 feet, 12 seconds, from 060°. 

The expected wave condition at La Maddalena 
Point 2 as determined from Table 2-2: 

3 feet, 12 seconds, from 040*. 

NOTE; Wave periods are a conservative property and 

remain constant when waves move from deep to 

shallow water, but speed, height, and steepness 

change. 
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Table 2-2. Shallow water wave directions and relative height 
conditions versus deep water period and direction (see Figure 
2-3 -for location o-f points). 

FORMAT:  Shallow Water Direction 
Wave Height Ratio:   (Shallow Water/Deep Water) 

LA MADDALENA POINT 1 (West of Isoia Santo Stefano) 
i  Period (sec) 6 B 10 12 14 16 
!  Deep Water Shall Dw Water 
1  Direction Direc t ion and Heiq ht Rat io 
!   240° 270° 255° 245° 265° 270° 260° 

. 1 . 1 . 1 .2 _ 2 .2 

;   270° 270° 260° 250° 260° 265° 270° 
.3 . C"- .2 .2 .2 .2 

!   300° 275° 255° 250° 245° 240° 240° 
.4 .4 .4 .5 .4 . 3 

!   330 ° 275° 275° 275° 270° 265° 250° 
.4 .4 . 3 . 3 -T . 3 

LA MADDALENA POINT 2 (Southeast o-f Isola Caprera) 
Period (sec) 8 10 i: 14 16 
Deep Water 
Direction 

Shallow Water 
Direction and Height Ratio 

>60' 

030' 

060* 

090" 

120* 

010° 010 
. 3 .6 

030° 040 
.5 .5 

050° 050 
. 3 .2 

045° 045 
.2 .2 

045° 045 
. 1 . 1 

010° 010° 020° 020° 
.5 .5 .4 .3 

045° 025° 025° 045° 
.5 .4 .4 .3 

040° 040° 030° 030° 
.4 .5 .4 .2 

040° 040° 040° 040° 
.3 .3 .3 .2 

040° 040° 040° 040° 
.2 .2 .2 .1 

LA MADDALENA POINT 3 (o-f-f Palau City pier) 
Period (sec) 8 10 14 16 
Deep Water 
Direction 

Shallow Water 
Direction and Height Ratio 

240' 

270' 

300* 

330' 

340° 345° 355° 360° 360° 010 
. 1 . 1 . 1 . 1 . 1 . 1 

340° 345° 355° 360° 360° 010 
. 3 . 3 . 3 ,3 .3 . 1 

340° 345° 355° 360° 360° 010 
.4 .4 . 3 .4 . 3 . 3 

335° 345° 350° 355° 360° 010 
7 o ."? .7 .9 . 2 



The local wind generated wave conditions -for 

selected areas are given in Table 2-3. All heights re-fer 

to the significant wave height (average o-f the highest 

1/3 waves). Enter the local wind speed and direction in 

this table to obtain the minimum duration in hours 

required to develop the indicated fetch limited sea 

height and period. The time to reach fetch limited 

height is based on an initial flat ocean. When starting 

from a pre-existing wave height, the time to fetch 

limited height will be shorter. 

There are at least three locations/situations in 

the La Maddalena complex in which wind waves can create 

hazardous conditions; submarines with open hatches along 

side the tender, ferry/liberty boat transits between the 

Fleet Landing and Palau, and at the anchorage site south 

of Isoia Caprera. The significant wave height informa- 

tion for the three locations/situations are provided in 

Table 2-3. 

Individual wind waves of 2 ft at the submarine 

tender site can be hazardous to tendered submarines with 

open hatches. The 5% greatest wave heights are about 2.2 

times the significant wave heights. 
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Table 2-3. La Maddalena. Local wind waves for -fetch limited 
conditions near the submarine tender site (3 n mi fetch), along 
the ferry route from the Fleet Landing to Palau (13 n mi 
fetch), and south of Isola Santo Stefano (5 n mi fetch) (based 
on JONSWAP model). 

Format;  height (feet)/period (seconds) 
time (hours) to reach fetch limited height 

Direction 
and\ 

Fetch  \ 

Local Wind 
Speed (kt) 

Length        \          18 24 30 36 42 
i (n   mi ) 

!   NNE 
!   3  n  mi 

<2   ft <2   ft 2/3 
1 

2/3 
1 

2-3/3 
1 

1    UJNUi 
!    13  n  mi 

2-3/4 
2 

3-4/4 
2-3 

4/4-5 
2 

5/5 
2 

6/5 
2 

;   w 
!   5  n   mi 

<2   ft 2/3 
1 

2-3/3-4 
1 

3/3-4 
1 

3-4/3-4 
1 

Ex_ampl_e: 
To the west-northwest (300°) there is 

about a 13 n mi fetch. Given a west-northwest 
wind at 24 kt, the sea will have reached 3-4 
feet with a period of 4 seconds within 2-3 
hours. Wind waves will not grow beyond this 
condition unless the wind speed increases or the 
direction changes to one with a longer fetch 
length. If the wind waves are superimposed on 
deep water swell, the combined height may change 
in response to changing swell conditions. Wind 
wave directions 3.re assumed to be the same as 
the wind direction. 
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Combined Wave heights are obtained by -finding the 

square root of the sum o-f the squares of the swel 1 and 

wind wave heights. 

Example;  Swell 10 ft, wind wave 5 ft. 

-^10== + 5^ =J 100 + 25 =-^125 100 + 25 =\/l25 «%*11.2 ft 

Note: Increase over larger height is small. If 

both heights were equal, combined height would increase 

by a factor of 1.4. If one is half of the other, as in 

the example, increase over the larger of the two is by a 

factor of 1.12. 

Climatoloqical factors of shallow water waves, as 

described by percent occurrence, average duration, and 

period of maximum energy (period at which the most energy 

is focused for a given height), are given in Table 2-4. 

See Appendix A for discussion of wave spectrum and energy 

distribution. These data are provided by season for two 

ranges of heights: greater than 3.3 feet and greater than 

6.6 feet. 
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Table 2-4. Shallow water climatology as determined from deep 
water wave propagation. Percent occurrence, average duration 
or persistence, and wave period of maximum energy -for wave 
height ranges of greater than 3.3 feet and greater than 6.6 
feet by climatologicai season. 

LA MADDALENA POINT 1: !  WINTER 1 SPRINS I SUMMER ! AUTUMN 
!   >3.3 feet ! NOV-APR !   MAY ! JUN-SEP !   OCT 

1 Occurrence       (7.) 

1 Average Duration <hrs) 

! Period Max Energy<sec) 

1    21 

1    18 

10 

!    12 

i    14 

!     9 

1   18 

!   20 

i  9-10 

!    18 

1    19 

!    10 

!   >6.6 feet 1 NOV-APR MAY , JUN-SEP 1   OCT 

1 Occurrence       (X) 

1 Average Duration <hrs) 

1 Period Max Energy(sec) 

1     3 

!     14 

!     12 

!      1 

1     18 

12 

1 

18 

12 

!    2 

21 

12 

LA MADDALENA POINT 2: WINTER SPRING SUMMER AUTUMN 
:   >3.3 feet NOV-APR MAY JUN-SEP OCT 

! Occurrence        (7.) 

! Average Duration (hrs) 

1 Period Max Energy<sec) 

13 

21 

9 

2 

6 

9-11 

2 

8 

9-10 

4 

10 

9-10 

1   >6.6 feet NOV-APR MAY JUN-SEP OCT 

1 Occurrence        <X> 

! Average Duration (hrs) 

1 Period Max Energy(sec) 

2 

10 

10-11 

1 

6 

10 

<1 

6 

11 

0 

NA 

NA 

LA MADDALENA POINT 3: WINTER SPRING SUMMER AUTUMN 
!   >3.3 feet NOV-APR MAY JUN-SEP OCT 

1 Occurrence       (%) 

! Average Duration (hrs) 

1 Period Max Energy(sec) 

15 

15 

11 

7 

13 

10  1 

11 

15 

10 

14 

19 

10-11 ! 

;   >6.6 feet            ! NOV-APR ! MAY  ! JUN-SEP! OCT  1 

1 Occurrence        (.'/.)        ! 

! Average Duration (hrs)1 

! Period Max Energy(sec)! 

2   i 

13   ! 

12   I 

1  1 

9  ! 

12  ! 

1    ! 

19   ! 

12   ! 

1   ! 

10   ! 

12   ! 
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SEASONAL SUMMARY OF HAZARDOUS WEATHER CONDITIONS 

NOTE: The prevailing wind direction at sea cannot be 

assumed to represent that which will be encountered in 

the La Maddalena Island group. The mooring or berthing 

o-f the submarine tender is difficult because of the 

uncertain wind direction and it has become common 

practice to use smoke flares to determine wind direction 

during berthing operations. 

WINTER (November thru February): 

* Northeasterlies are funneled between islands 

causing the above described problems at the NATO 

pier. 

* West to northwest winds <Paniente) can last 3 to 6 

days and generate 20 ft (6 m) waves in Strait of 

Bonifacio and 10 ft swell off Palau. 

SPRING (March thru May): 

* Both the strong northeasterlies and the Poniente 

can occur but become less frequent in late spring. 

SUMMER (June thru September): 

* Relatively event free. 

AUTUMN (October): 

* Short transition season with winter weather 

returning  by month's end. 

NOTE; For more detailed information on hazardous weather 

conditions see previous Summary Table in this section and 

Hazardous Weather Summary in Section 3. 
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The La Maddalena Port Complex is about 10 n mi 

southeast of the center of the Strait of Bonifacio and 15 

n mi (direct line) northwest of the Gulf of Aranci 

(Figure 3-2). Winds and resulting wave conditions sire 

strongly influenced by local effects and are not 

representative of the open sea conditions. 

Figure 3-2.  La Maddalena Island Complex 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 

This section expands on the material in the 

Captain's Summary. Figures and Tables arm repeated with 

a continuation o-f numbering. Paragraph 3.5 provides a 

general discussion o-f hazards and Table 3-5 provides a 

summary o-f hazards and actions by season. 

3. 1 Geographic Location 

The La Maddalena Island Group is centered near 

41.2"'N, 9.4''E off the northeast end of Sardinia. It is 

about 210 n mi west of the Port of Gaeta, Italy (Figure 

3-1). 

Figure 3-1.  Ports of Italy, Sicily, and Sardinia. 
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' < The U.S. Navy complex collectively referred to as 

"La Maddalena" is composed o+ various sites. A submarine 

tender has an assigned mooring on the south side of the 

NATO pier one-third of the way southward along the east 

coast of Isola Santo Stefano (Figure 3-3). The tender is 

usually "Med-moored," bow east, stern to the shore with 

submarines on either side. There is also a fuel pier 

near the northeast corner of Isola Santo Stefano which is 

occasionally used by U.S. Navy ships (U.S. Naval 

Oceanography Command Center, Rota, Spain, 1985). 

The Naval Supply Office (NAVSUPPO) La Maddalena 

is located on Isola La Maddalena about 2,189 yds (2,000 

m) north-northeast of the NATO pier on Isola Santo 

Stefano. The Fleet Landing on Isola La Maddalena is 

located opposite the northeast corner of Isola Chiesa 

(U.S. Naval Oceanography Command Center, Rota, Spain, 

1985). 

An additional site of interest in this study is 

the Paiau city pier located on the north coast of 

Sardinia. It is used by small boats making frequent runs 

to/from the submarine tender at the NATO pier and the 

Fleet Landing on Isola La Maddalena. 

Isola La Maddalena is the largest of the islands 

of the La Maddalena Archipelago. The topography of the 

region is rugged, with towering granite masses, coves, 

and gulfs common throughout. Because of the topography, 

local effects dominate the region's weather and 

conditions will vary significantly over short distances. 

o—o 
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Qualitative Evaluation o-f the Facilities at La tiaddalena 

When the submarine tender is in its customary 

Med-moored position, it is most vulnerable to 

northeasterly winds which funnel through Passo della 

Moneta CMoneta Pass) between Isola La Maddalena and Isola 

Caprera (Figure 3-3). The main weather situation 

a-f-fecting vessels approaching the NATO pier is west or 

northwest winds called "Ponente". Ponente winds usually 

result from a "Mistral," with winds turning to westerly 

through the Strait of Bonifacio (Figure 3-2). During a 

strong Ponente, it is suggested that vessels anchor in 

the Gulf of Aranci (near Olbia on the northeast coast of 

Sardinia) and wait for subsiding conditions. The Gulf of 

Aranci xs well protected from northwesterly winds. 

The Fleet Landing on La Maddalena is protected 

from the effects of northerly winds by the topography of 

Isola La Maddalena, while the Palau city pier is 

protected from southerly winds by the topography of 

Sardinia. 

Anchorages in nearby waters Are limited due to 

the presence of submarine cables, but the waters south of 

the town of La Maddalena are said to offer an anchorage 

on a bottom with good holding qualities. Regarding 

anchorage in Rada di Santo Stefano, Volume II of the 

Mediterranean Pilot, states that "Anchorage can be 

obtained by large vessels, in depths of from IS to 23 

fathoms (32m to 42m), sand and weed, but the holding 

ground is not good, and strong westerly winds sometimes 

cause vessels to drag. The anchorage is secure during 

northeasterly and southeasterly winds." A number of 

mooring buoys, for use by Italian naval vessels, are 

positioned just east of the NATO pier. U.S. Navy ait— 

craft carriers and other large vessels anchor southeast 

of Isola Csiprera. 
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3.3 Currents and Tides 

Currents in Rada di Santo Ste-fano ars generally 

weak, with the current between the NATO pier on Isola 

Santo Ste-fano and Isola La Maddalena having a 

southeasterly set. Persistent strong winds do influence 

currents in the area however. A strong Mistral can cause 

a 3.5 to 4 kt easterly flowing current in the Strait of 

Bonifacio. 

The tidal range in the region is slight, with a 

spring rise of only about 15 inches. 

3.4 Visibility 

Visibility is generally good throughout the 

region, with fog being recorded about once per year. 

Although the U.S. Naval facilities on Isola 

Santo Stefano, Isola La Maddalena and Sardinia are well 

protected from some hazardous wind and wave conditions, 

they are exposed to others. It is important to note 

that, according to local mariners, THE PREVAILING WIND 

DIRECTION AT SEA CANNOT BE ASSUMED TO REPRESENT THAT 

WHICH WILL BE ENCOUNTERED IN THE LA MADDALENA ISLAND 

GROUP. The mooring or berthing of the submarine tender 

is difficult because of the uncertain wind direction. It 

has become common practice to use smoke flares during 

berthing operations in order to determine wind direction. 

A seasonal summary of the known environmental hazards 

that may be encountered in the area   -follows. 

A.  Winter (November through February 

The winter season brings cool temperatures, 

frequent precipitation, and intermittently strong 

prevailing northeasterly winds to the La Maddalena area. 

A significant winter weather problem for the Med- 

moored submarine tender and tended  submarines  near  the 
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NATO pier on Isola Santo Ste-fano is caused by strong 

northeasterly winds and seas funneled between ISOIA L* 

liaddalena and Isola Caprera. Most often caused by th« 

development o-f a Genoa low moving southeasterly across 

the Tyrrhenian Sea, the winds and resultant seas arm 

broadside to the tender, causing sea water to lap over 

the hulls o-f exposed submarines and enter open access 

hatches. Consequently, submarines tend to nest on the 

south side of the tender in the lee of the tender's hull. 

Northeasterly winds do not significantly affect Palau or 

La Maddalena. 

Winter also brings west to northwesterly 

"Ponente" winds to the region. Ponente winds generally 

last for 3-6 days, with increasing strength during the 

first few days, then gradually diminishing. Ponente 

winds can generate 15-20 ft <4.5 to 6 m) swell in the 

Strait of Bonifacio, which translate to 8-10 ft (2.5 to 3 

m) swell at Palau. Submarines, which normally approach 

the tender from the southeast, will not come in during • 

Ponente event. Submarines and other vessels that will 

not come in during Ponente conditions anchor in the Gulf 

of Aranci and wait for conditions to subside before 

entering Rada di Santo Stefano. The Gulf of Aranci is 

well protected from Ponente winds. 

Ponente conditions also adversely affect Navy 

small boats which normally make hourly runs from the 

submarine tender to La Maddalena and from the submarine 

tender to Palau city pier and return. Seas prevent off- 

loading at Palau because of the danger of crashing 

against the pier. Normally, in Ponente conditions the 

boats run only from the submarine tender to/from the 

Fleet Landing at La Maddalena where personnel can catch a 

larger commercial ferry to Palau. In high wind 

conditions the commercial ferry may divert from a direct 

route to Palau and go around the east side of Isola Santo 

Stefano to avoid the beam seas from the northwest. In 

extreme wind conditions, the ferry may stop operation. 

Ponente winds are hazardous to helicopter 

operations  in the vicinity of the submarine tender.  The 
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winds create a "swirling" effect, -Frequently resulting in 

an eddy over the helicopter pad, which is located just 

south of the tender on a dock structure. 

The La Maddalena region is subject to wind gusts 

to 30 kt in frontal passages. 

The SciroccD, a south to southeasterly wind 

originating over North Africa, usually occurs during the 

winter season in the warm sector of cyclones moving 

across the area <Brody and Nestor, 1980), The impact of 

Scirocco weather can vary from dust to heavy fog and 

rain. Although fog is uncommon at La Maddalena, low 

stratus and fog and restricted visibility are possible in 

a strong Scirocco event. The rain is often red colored 

due to dust and sand in the air. 

Winter temperatures are moderate, with records of 

Guardiavecchia (on Isola La Maddalena, 518 ft (158 m) 

above sea level) showing an extreme winter temperature 

range of about 30°F (-1°C) to 73°F <23°C) during a 5-year 

period. While the temperatures do not appear cold by 

many standards, wind chill (temperature combined with 

wind) can adversely affect personnel working on weather 

decks without proper protection. Table 3-1 can be used 

to determine wind chill for various temperature and wind 

combinations. 
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Table 3-1. Wind Chill. The cooling power o-f the wind 
expressed as "Equivalent Chill Temperature" and the 
danger a-f -freezing exposed flesh (adapted -from Miller and 
Thompson, 1970). 

Wind Speed Cooling Power o-f Wind expressed as 
"Eq iui va] Lent Chi 11 T( emperature" 

Knots MPH Tei mper ature <' 'F) 
Calm Calm 50 45 40 35 30 25 20  15 10 

Equivalent Chill Temperature 
3-6 5 48 43 37 32 27 22 16  11 6 
7-10 10 40 34 28 22 16 10 4  -2 -9 
11-15 15 36 29 22 16 9 2 -5-11 -18 
16-19 20 32 25 18 11 4 -3 -10 -17 -25 
20-23 25 30 23 16 8 0 -7 -15 -22 -29 
24-28 30 28 21 13 6 -2 -11 -18 -25 -33 
29-32 35 27 19 11 4 -4 -12 -20 -27 -35 
33-36 40 26 18 10 2 -6 -13 -21 -29 -37 

While precipitation in the -form of rain/rain 

showers is common during the winter season, snow is 

uncommon, having occurred only once in a 15 year period. 

Hail showers have been recorded at La Maddalena when 

cloud tops were only 15,000 ft. Thunderstorms occur only 

about once per year. 

B. Spring (March through May) 

In the west-central Mediterranean area, the 

spring season is relatively long and is noted for 

"periods of stormy weather, with Mistral conditions that 

alternate with a number of false starts of settled 

summer-type weather" (Brody and Nestor, 1980). Strongest 

early in the season, the Mistral brings "Ponente" winds 

to La Maddalena (See winter season - previous 

paragraphs). 

Low pressure systems continue to develop and move 

through the Gulf of Genoa and across the Tyrrhenian Sea, 

bringing strong northeasterly winds to the La Maddalena 

AreA and impacting the NATO pier/submarine tender on 

Isola Santo Stefano. The frequency of occurrence of such 

storms diminishes as the season progresses, but 

associated frontal passages can still cause wind gusts to 

30 kt in the Area. 
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Temperatures begin to warm, with the mean minimum 

temperature increasing from about AS'F <9''C) in March tc 

'SVF (14''C) in May. The mean maximum temperatures show a 

similar trend, increasing from Syp (14'C) to 67'F 

<19°C). 

Precipitation amounts decrease throughout the 

season, but a sharp drop is not evident until June. 

Thunderstorms occur only about once per year. 

Visibility restrictions are most common in Spring 

when compared to other seasons. But observations at 

Ouardiavecchia (altitude 159 m) on Isola La Maddalena for 

a 5-year period show that visibility reduces to less than 

200 m only about one day per year; in general early 

morning hour visibility is the most restricted. 

C.  Summer (June through September) 

Summer is a season of warm, dry, and relatively 

settled weather at La Maddalena. The upper—level 

westerlies and the associated storm track have moved 

northward- Mistral conditions associated with cold 

outbreaks sre still common near the coast of southern 

France (Brody and Nestor, 1980), but the effect on La 

Maddalena is greatly diminished from that experienced 

during winter and early spring. 

Precipitation is at a minimum during June through 

August, but shows a marked increase in September. 

Thunderstorms are uncommon, occurring about once per year 

on average. 

As  is  to  be  expected,  temperatures  are  the 

warmest of the year,  with a mean minimum of  about  6B°F 

(20''C)  and  mean  maximum  of  82°F  (28°C)  in  August, 

Temperatures start to decrease in September. 

D.  Autumn (October) 

The autumn season is short, as the transition 

from a summer weather regime to winter is abrupt. 

Mistral conditions cause Ponente winds to come early to 

La Maddalena,  and they can be expected by the end of the 
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month.  Autumn Ponentes are  usually  not  as  strong  as 

those o-f late winter or early spring (See winter, spring 

sections). 

Cyclogenesis increases in frequency as the season 

progresses, and low pressure systems transit eastward 

north of Corsica and intensify in the Gulf of Genoa 

before moving southeastward across the Tyrrhenian Sea. 

As a result, strong northeasterly winds which funnel 

between Isola La Maddalena and Isola CaprerA start to 

impact operations at the NATO pier on Isola Santo 

Stefano. The La Maddalena region is subject to wind 

gusts to 30 kt in frontal passages. 

Temperatures decrease during October, with a mean 

minimum temperature of about 61'F <16°C) and a mean 

maximum temperature of about yCF (21 °C) for the month. 

Precipitation frequency and amounts increase as 

the winter season approaches. Thunderstorms occur only 

about once per year. 

E.  Tropical Storm Season 

Storms having tropical cyclone characteristics 

with fully developed eyes have been observed on at least 

three occasions in the Mediterranean basin: 23-26 

September 1967, 22-28 January 1982, and 26-30 September 

1993. On the latter occasion the storm moved northwest 

from the Gulf of Gabes (on the southeast coast of 

Tunisia), through the Straits of Sicily, along the east 

coast of Sardinia, and into the Gulf of Genoa. Winds of 

100 kt were observed near the eye while Cagliari, 

Sardinia reported winds of 60 kt. The effect at La 

Maddalena was not reported, but it is likely that 

northerly winds on the weaker left side of the storm 

funneled between Isola La Maddalena and Isola Caprera and 

could have created hazardous wind and wave conditions at 

the NATO pier on Isola Santo Stefano. The potential for 

future storms of this type to strike La Maddalena is real 

and the meteorologist must be aware of the possibility. 
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3. 6    Harbor Protection 

While the La Maddalena complex is well protected 

•from some hazardous conditions, it is exposed to others. 

The -following sections address the various .condi t ions and 

their e-f-fect on harbor operations. 

3.6.1  Wind and Weather 

The NATO pier and the submarine tender on Isola 

Santo Ste-fano are protected from winds from 190° to 330° 

(true). These sites are most vulnerable to northeasterly 

winds which funnel through Paso del la Moneta (Moneta 

Pass) between Isola La Maddalena and Isola Caprera. 

Winds from all other directions ars diminished by the 

surrounding topography, with westerly winds of 30 kt 

often being reduced to 8-15 kt in the NATO pier Area. 

Because of the configuration of the surrounding area, 

wind directions sometime vary greatly over a short dis- 

tance. One circumstance testifying to the variability in 

wind direction occurs on the submarine tender, when the 

Ensign and Jack of the ship have been known to stand 

straight out, but in OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS (U.S. Navy, 

1979). 

Ponente winds are hazardous to vessels at or ap- 

proaching the NATO pier, as the topography of Isola Santo 

Stefano causes the strong westerly winds to swirl and 

eddy. Berthing or mooring evolutions are particularly 

dangerous when Ponente winds exist. 

The Fleet Landing, located on the south side of 

Isola La Maddalena, is well protected from northerly 

winds and seas by the topography of the island. It is 

exposed to southerly winds. 

The city pier at Palau, however, is protected by 

the topography of Sardinia from winds southeast clockwise 

to northwest, but is open and vulnerable to winds from 

northwest through east. 
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The La Maddalena area experiences few winds  -from 

east through south. 

,6.2  Waves 

While the submarine tender near the NATO pier on 

Isola Santo Stefano is a-ffected primarily by wind, the 

submarines it tends are a-f-fected mostly by seas. A 

seemingly insignificant (to most operations) wave motion 

may cause water to enter the open access hatches of 

submarines  nested  alongside  the  tender. 

In a large sample the 57. highest wave heights are 

at least 2.2 times the significant wave height. If a 

single 2 ft wave at the tender site was the critical 

factor, then the critical wind speed/significant wave 

height values ars about 13 kt/0.9 ft over a 3 n mi fetch. 

These values have about a 95% confidence factor, but 

users should be aware that there remains a 57. chance of 

exceeding 2 ft. Therefore, to retain a higher safety 

factor, it would be prudent to expect an occasional 2 ft 

wave anytime the sustained wind exceeds about 10 kt for 

an hour duration over a 3 n mi or more fetch. The tender 

location is protected from significant wave action by the 

surrounding islands and has a maximum fetch length of 

about 3 n mi from the northeast. Fetch length is 

considerably less in other directions. 

The following wind wave forecast aids were 

derived using the JONSWAP model and the specified 

critical values. Individual wind waves of 2 ft at the 

submarine tender site can be hazardous to tendered 

submarines with open hatches. Based on a maximum fetch 

of 3 n mi to the north-northeast the following wind 

speed, significant wave height and 5% highest wave height 

arB  provided: 
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1 Wind Significant Wave 
1 Speed Height 

i 30 kt 2 -ft 

i 16 kt 1 -ft 

! 13 kt 0.9 -ft 
——— » . ,      

57. Highest 
Wave Height 

4.4 ft 

2.2 ft 

2.0 ft 

The Fleet Landing on Isola La Maddalena is well 

protected from seas from all directions except south (few 

high winds from the south), and the fetch is limited to 

about 6 mi in that direction, between Isola Caprera and 

Isola Santo Stefano. 

The city pier at Palau is well protected from 

most directions, but is open and vulnerable to sea/swell 

generated by Ponente winds. A strong event can cause B- 

10 ft (2.5 to 3 m) waves at the city pier, posing severe 

hazards to small boat operations due to the danger of 

smashing against the pier. 

The transit route from the Fleet Landing and/or 

La Maddalena to Palau is exposed to sea and swell from 

the northwesterly sector. There is a limited sector of 

exposed fetch to the west-northwest that extends to the 

open sea of the western entrance to the Strait of 

Bonifacio. The distance from mid-channel to the exposed 

sector of the route is about 13 n mi. The deep water 

generated swell for point 1 (Table 3-2) indicates that as 

much as SOX of the swell energy can reach this point for 

specific swell conditions (300°/12 second deep water 

swell). Table 3-4 shows that 4 to 6 ft wind waves will 

be generated by 30-42 kt winds within about 2 hours. 

Local sources indicate that westerly winds of 15 kt or 

greater produce 4-6 ft (1.2 to 1.8 m) waves in the 

passage from the Strait of Bonifacio, south of Isola 

Spargi, and south of Isola Santo Stefano. Units 

approaching  the  northwest  roadstead  (west of Isola La 
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Maddalena) from the east can be misled by the calm area 

in the lee o-f Caprera, only to be con-fronted by large 

swells when entering the Strait of Bonifacio. 

Northwesterly winds pose a different problem. 

Sustained winds of 15 kt or greater create sea and swells 

in the open areA east of Caprera of 10-15 ft (3 to 4.5 

m). The area in the vicinity of the tender reflects this 

condition but does not adequately depict the conditions 

in the open sea. Also, when outbound through the eastern 

exit south of Caprera, a calm area sometimes exists east 

of Capo d'Orso due to the topographical lee of Isola 

Caprera. This can be misleading as to the sea state 

existing on the eastern side of Caprera. 

Situation specific shallow water wave conditions 

resulting from deep water propagation Are given in Table 

3-2. If the actual or forecast deep water wave con- 

ditions Ars known, this table provides the means for 

determining shallow water wave conditions at the three 

designated points within the La Maddalena complex area. 

Ex ample;  Use of Table 3-2. 

For a deep water wave condition of: 

12 feet, 12 seconds, from 300° 

The approximate shallow water wave conditions 
Bre: 

Point 1: 6 feet, 12 seconds, from 245° 
Point 2: protected from westerly swell 
Point 3;   4-5 feet, 12 seconds, from 360° 
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Table 3-2. Shallow water wave directions and relative height 
conditions versus deep water period and direction (see Figure 
3-3 for location o-f the points). 

FORMAT:  Shallow Water Direction 
Wave Height Ratio:  (Shallow Water/Deep Water) 

LA HADDALENA POINT 1 (West of Isol a Santo Stefano)- 
Period (sec) 
Deep Water 
Directi on 
240' 

270* 

300' 

330' 

8 10 12 14 
Shallow Water 
Direction and Height Ratio 
270' 
.1 

270' 
. 3 

275' 
.4 

275° 
.4 

255' 
. 1 

260' 

255' 
.4 

275' 
.4 

. 1 

?50' 

.4 

275° 
. 3 

265° 
.2 

260° 
.2 

245° 
.5 

270° 
. 3 

?70' 

240' 
.4 

16 

260° 
.2 

270° 
.2 

240° 
. 3 

250° 
. 3 

LA MADDALENA POINT 2 (Southeast of Isola Caprera) i^ 
Period (sec) 
Deep Water 
Direction 
360' 

030' 

060' 

090 ■ 

120' 

a 10 14    16 
Shallow Water 
Direction and Height Ratio 
010° 010° 010° 010° 020° 020° 
.3 .6 .5 .5 .4 .3 

030° 040° 045° 025° 025° 045° 
.5 ,5 .5 .4 .4 .3 

050° 050° 040° 040° 030° 030° 
.3 .2 .4 .5 .4 .2 

045° 045° 040° 040° 040° 040° 
.2 .2 ,3 .3 .3 .2 

045° 045° 040° 040° 040° 040° 
■ 1  - 1   .2 .2 .2 .1 

LA MADDALENA POINT 3 (off Pal au City pier): 
i  Period (sec) 6 B 10 12 14 16  1 
1  Deep Water Shall ow Water 
1  Direction Direc tion and Height Rat io 
!   240° 340° 345° 355° 360° 360° 010° ! 

. 1 . 1 . 1 . 1 . 1 . 1    ! 

i   270° 340° 345° 355° 360° 360° 010° 1 
? . 3 .3 . 3 .3 , 3 t                      1 

»    X                     1 

5   300° 340° 345° 355° 360° 360° 010° i 
.4 .4 . 3 .4 T       I 

I   330 ° 335° 345° 350° 355° 360° 010° 1 
.2 .2 .2 .2 ■ JL                    i 
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The seasonal climatology o-f wave conditions in 

the harbor resulting from the propagation o-f deep water 

waves into the harbor are given in Table 3-3. This table 

provides a means o-f estimating the duration of an 

existing or forecast wave condition as determined from 

Table 3-2. 

The duration values are mean values for the 

specified height range and season. Knowledge of the 

current synoptic pattern and forecast/expected duration 

should be used when available. 

Example:  Use of Tables 3-2 and 3-3. 

The forecast for wave conditions tomorrow (winter 
case) outside the harbor are; 

9 feet, 8 seconds, from 300° 

Expected shallow water conditions and duration; 

Point 1       Point 2 Point 3 
height      4 feet        Protected 4 feet 
period      8 seconds     from 8 seconds 
direction   from 255°. ,.  300° from 345° 
duration    18 hours      swell 15 hours 

Possible applications to small boat operations 

are selection of the mother ship's anchorage point and/or 

areas of small boat work. Duration information provides 

insight as to how long before a change can be expected. 

The local wave direction information could be of use in 

selecting anchorage configuration and related small boat 

operations. 
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Table 3-3. Shallow water climatology as determined -from deep 
water wave propagation. Percent occurrence, average duration 
or persistence, and wave period of maximum energy for wave 
height ranges o+ greater than 3.3 feet and greater than 6.6 
feet by climatological season. 

LA MADDALENA POINT 1: WINTER SPRING SUMMER AUTUMN 
1    >3.3 feet NOV-APR MAY JUN-SEP OCT 

1 Occurrence       <"/.)  ! 

1 Average Duration <hrs) 

! Period Max Energy<5ec). 

21    ! 

18   i 

10 

12 

14  . 

9  ■ 

18 

20 

9-10 

18 

19 

10 

!   >6.6 feet NOV-APR MAY JUN-SEP OCT 

{ Occurrence       {'/.)       , 

! Average Duration <hrs). 

! Period Max Energy<sec). 

3   ! 

14   ! 

12   ! 

1 

la . 

12  . 

1 

le 

12 

"7 

21 

12 

LA MADDALENA POINT 2: WINTER SPRINB SUMMER AUTUMN 
i   >3.3 feet NOV-APR MAY JUN-SEP OCT 

! Occurrence       <%) 

! Average Duration (hrs) 

! Period Max Energy(sec) 

13   ! 

21 

9 

6 

9-11 

2 

8 

9-10 

4 

10 

9-iO 

1   >6.6 feet NOV-APR MAY JUN-SEP OCT 

! Occurrence       (7.) 

i Average Duration <hrs) 

! Period Max Energy(sec) 

2 

10 

10-11 

1 

6 

10 

<1 

6 

11 

0 

NA 

NA 

LA MADDALENA POINT 3: WINTER SPRING SUMMER AUTUMN 
1   >3.3 feet NOV-APR MAY JUN-SEP OCT 

i Occurrence        ('/.) 

! Average Duration (hrs) 

1 Period Max Energy(sec) 

15 

15 

11 

7 

13 

10 

11 

15 

10 

14 

19 

10-11 

!   >6.6 feet NOV-APR MAY JUN-SEP OCT 

! Occurrence       (.'/.) 

1 Average Duration (hrs) 

! Period Max Energy(sec) 

2 

13 

12 

1 

9 

12 

1 

19 

12 

1 

10 

12 
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Local wind wave conditions -for selected areas o-f 

the La Maddalena complex Ars given in Table 3-4. The 

time to reach -fetch limited height is based on an initial 

flat ocean. The time will be shorter with a pre-existing 

wave. 

Table 3-4. La Maddalena. Local wind waves for fetch 
limited conditions near the submarine tender site (3 n mi 
fetch), along the ferry route from the Fleet Landing to Palau 
<13 n mi fetch), and south of Isola Santo Stefano (5 n mi 
fetch) (based on JONSWAP model). 

Format!  height (feet)/period (seconds) 
time (hours) to reach fetch limited height 

Di rection 
and\ 

Fetch  \ 
Length   \ 

Local Wind 
Speed (kt) 

IB       24 30 36 42 
i (n mi ) 

1 NNE 
I 3 n mi 

<2 ft <2 ft 2/3 
1 

2/3 
1 

2-3/3 
1 

! WNW 
i 13 n mi 

2-3/4 
2 

3-4/4 
2-3 

4/4-5 
2 

5/5 
2 

6/5 
2 

1 UJ 
! 5 n mi 

<2 ft 2/3 
1 

2-3/3-4 
1 

3/3-4 
1 

3-4/3-4 
1 

Example: Small boat wave forecasts (based on the 
assumption that swell is not a limiting condition). 

Forecast for Tomorrow: 

Time 

0700 to 1200 

1200 to 1500 

1500 to 2000 

2000 to ?00 

Wind Waves 
(Forecast) (Table 3-4) 

WNW  8-10 kt < 2 ft 

WNW  22-26 kt 3-4 ft at 4 sec 
by 1400-1500 

WNW  34-38 kt 5 ft at 5 sec 
by 1700 

WNW  22-26 kt 4 ft or less at 
4 sec by 2100 

Interpretation: Assuming that the limiting factor is 
waves greater than 4 feet, small boat operations would 
become marginal by 1400 and restricted from about 1600 
to 2100.  Marginal conditions would exist untii 2200. 
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Combined wave heights are computed by finding the 

square root of the sum o-f the squares o-f the wind wave 

and swell heights. For example, if the wind waves were 

3 -ft and the swell 8 ft the combined height would be 

about 8.5 ft. 

Y3^ + 8^ =-y^9 +  64 =^f7Z' 8.! 

Note that the increased height is relatively small. Even 

if the two wave types were of equal height the combined 

height is only 1,4 times the common height. In cases 

where one of the heights is twice that of the other, the 

combined height will only increase over the larger of the 

two by 1.12 times (10 ft swell and 5 ft wind wave 

combined results in 11.2 ft height). 

3.6.3  Wave data uses and considerations 

Local wind waves build up quite rapidly and also 

decrease rapidly when winds subside. The period and 

therefore length of wind waves is generally short rala- 

tive to the period and length of waves propagated into 

the harbor (see Appendix A). The shorter period and 

length result in wind waves being characterized by choppy 

conditions. When wind waves Are superimposed on deep 

water waves propagated into shallow water, the waves can 

become quite complex and confused. Under such condi- 

tions, when more than one source of waves is influencing 

a location, tending or joint operations can be hazardous 

even if the individual wave train heights are not 

significantly high. Vessels of various lengths may re- 

spond in different motions to the different wave lengths 

present. The information on wave periods, provided in 

various tables, should be considered when forecasts are 

made for joint operations of various length vessels. 
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3.7 Protective and Mitigating Measures 

3.7.1 Moving to a more protected location 

Northeasterly winds at the NATO pier are the most 

bothersome and potentially dangerous since the flow is 

perpendicular to the tender's normal east/west Med-moored 

con-figuration. Nevertheless, historically, such winds 

have never forced the submarine tender to leave the NATO 

pier. If such a sortie were advised, the bay area south- 

east of Point Fico (southwest part of Isoia Caprera) is 

considered to be a protected position for anchorage. 

(NOTE: There may be restrictions to anchoring in this 

area). Another anchorage considered to be well 

protected, and one frequently used by vessels waiting for 

Ponente conditions to abate before approaching the NATO 

pier, is in the Gulf of Aranci located on the northeast 

coast of Sardinia near Olbia. 

3.7.2 Tending in lee of submarine tender's hull 

The favored and recommended location for 

submarines nested alongside the tender is on the south 

side due to the vulnerability of the boats to the effects 

of seas generated by northeasterly winds. 

3.8 Local Indicators of Hazardous Weather Conditions 

The two conditions which pose the greatest 

hazards for operations in the La Maddalena complex are 

northeasterly winds and west to northwesterly Ponente 

conditions created by Mistral winds blowing through the 

Strait of Bonifacio. 

Northeasterly Ulind/Ulaves - Primarily a late 

autumn, winter and early spring event, most northeasterly 

winds at La Maddalena are caused by strong or 

intensifying extratropical low pressure systems moving 

from the  Gulf  of  Genoa  ("Genoa  lows")  southeastward 



across the Tyrrhenian Sea. Wind directions during such 

an event would typically start as westerly, veering to 

northeasterly as the low moves southward. It should be 

noted that a northwest wind can veer to northeast in 24 

hours. Since winter winds aire generally northeasterly, 

the only advance indication o-f increased wind velocities 

may be a steepening of the prevailing pressure gradient. 

The meteorologist must monitor synoptic reports carefully 

and be alert for anomalous pressure tendencies which 

could signal increased air flow. Northeasterly winds 

normally last for 24 to 36 hours after onset. 

Westerly <Ponente) Winds/Waves - Strongest in 

winter and spring, Ponente winds result from a Mistral 

with winds turning to westerly through the Strait of 

Bonifacio. A precursor of a forthcoming Ponente is dark 

stratocumulus clouds building over the west coast of 

Corsica when clear conditions exist at La Maddalena. 

Such conditions provide about a 24 hour advance warning 

of Ponente winds. A Ponente may also be indicated 

whenever fishing boats do not leave port on their normal 

schedule. 

When a westerly wind begins to veer to the north, 

the wind and seas will normally calm in the roadstead in 

approximately 6-10 hours. 

General - When the wind calms, the wave 

conditions in the roadstead abate rapidly but remain for 

an extended period of time in the approaches to the 

roadstead. 
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TABLE 3-5.  Potential problem situations at Port o-f La Maddalena - ALL SEASONS 

VESSEL 
LDCATION/SITUATION 

1.    SuSaarine tender Med-moored 
at NAI(j oier on Jsoia "Santo 
btefano - btibuarmes and/or 
oIIiFvi"s5el5 nested alonqside. 

Late Autuiin 
Winter 

Early Spring 

Strongest Late Winter 
find Early Spring 

Weak Suaser 
AuttiiR 

Winter 
Spring 
Sunner 

Likely Autuan 

POTENTIAL   HAZARD 

a. Strong northeasterly winds/seas - 
Prevailing mnter Hinds are NE'ly at La 
Haddalena, but a steepened pressure qradient 
caused by transient low pressure systems moving 
into/across the Tyrrhenian Sea results in 
strong northeasterly flow being funneled 
between Isola La Maddalena and Isala Caprera to 
the location of the Med-ffloored subaanne tender 
on east side of Isola Santo Stefano.    The 
enhanced Kinds and resultant seas cause 
difficulty at the tender, prirarily due to 
waves wasning over the low profile subftarines 
and entering their hulls through open access 
hatches. 

b. Ponente winds - ft strong west to 
nortfiwest wind through the strait of Bonifacio 
and La Maddeiena area resulting from a Mistral, 
Strongest in winter and spring, the Ponente 
creates variable, swirling winds at the NATO 
pier site.    Ponente conditions laake nesting 
evolutions difficult due to uncertain wind 
direction and variable Kind speeds, 

c. Tropical cyclone - Uncoufion, especially 
in winter, but at least one has been observed 
in the   Mediterranean in January.   High winds 
and waves possible. 

EFFECT - PRECAUTIONARY/EVASIVE ACTIONS 

a.    Reaain at iooring.    Tended vessels should be nested in lee of tender. 
Secure loose gear.    Close all subsanne hatches that are not required to reaain 
open. 

b.    Remain at fflooring.    Double lines as necessary. 

c.    Because of the potential  for destruction, aariners should mate every effort 
to avoid being placed in the path of a tropical cyclone.    If at all possible, 
vessels should put to sea and take evasive action at the first indication that 
a tropical cyclone may strike or pass close to La Maddalena. 

ADVANCE INDICATORS AND OTHER INFORMATION 
ABOUT POTENTIAL HAZARD 

a.    Most strong northeasterly winds at La Maddalena are caused by a strong or 
intenstfyino low pressure systea novino from the Gulf of Senoa southeastward 
across the Tyrrhenian Sea.    Wind directions during such an event would 
typically start as westeriv, veerinq to northeasterly as the low noves 
southeastward.    It should be noted that northwesterly winds can veer to 
northeasterly within 24 hours.    Since winter winds are generally northeasterly, 
the only advance indication of increased wind velocities aay be a steepening of 
the   pressure gradient.    The neteoroiogist nust aonitor synoptic reports 
carefully and be alert for anofflaious pressure tendencies which could signal 
increased air flow,    fts a rule of thumb, strong northeasterly winds generallv 
last 24-36 hours from onset, 

b. Ponente winds result fron a Mistral, with winds turning to westerly through 
the Strait of Bonifacio,    ft 24-hour advance warning of a forthcoaing Ponente is 
provided when dark stratocunulus clouds build over the west coast of Corsica 
when clear conditions exist at La Maddalena,   fl Ponente aay also be indicated 
whenever fishing boats do not leave port on their noraal schedule,    fl local 
forecasting rule states that when a westerly wind begins to veer to the north, 
the wind will noraally calm in appronmately 6 to 10 hours. 

c. There is little advance indication of the foraation of a tropical  cyclone 
m the flediterranean.   Close monitoring of satellite images and synoptic 
reports is necessary for eariy detection of a developing tropical cyclone,    An 
approachmo tropical cyclone aay be indicated by noting high, thin clouds in 
cyclonically spiralling, gradually thickening bands, or unexplained long-period 
swell approaching from the southern sediicircle. 



TABLE 3-5. (Continued) 

VESSEL 
LOCATIDN/SITUATION 

2,   Anchored in Raii Ji Santo 
Stefanoi~ " 

late Outmn 
Winter 

Early Spring 

Stronoest Late Ninter 
Hnd Early Spring 

Heak Suiier 
AutuAn 

Winter 
Sumfser 
Spring 

Likely totuiin 

5.   (Inchoretl souttieast of 
Caprera. 

Late flutu«n 
Sinter 

Early Spring 

Strongest Late Winter 
mi Early Spring 

Weak Suiner 
fiutuBin 

Winter 
Sufifier 
Spring 

Likely dutuiin 

POTENTIAL HAZARD 

a.    Strong northeasterly winds/qpa'; - 
Preyailing Kinter mnils arc frTTat La 
Haddalena, but a steepened pressure 
gradient caused by transient Ion pressure 
systens «o»ing into/icross the Tyrrhenian Sea 
results in strong northeasterly flow being 
tunneled betneen Isola La Naddalena and Isola 
Caprera to the anchorage in Rada di Santo 
Stefano. 

b. Ponente »inj5 - S strong Best to 
nortnaest »ind through the strait of Bonifacio 
and La Naddelena area resulting fron a Nistral. 
Strongest in mnter and spring, the Ponente 
creates variable, s»irling Binds at the NATO 
pier site.    Ponente conditions lake nesting 
evolutions difficult due to uncertain Kind 
direction and variable wind speeds. 

c. Irojical cyclone - UncoMon, especially 
in KinterTTnif at least one has been observed 
in the   Hediterranean in January,    High Kinds 
and Kaves possible. 

a.    Strono northeasterly ninds/Kaves - Sone 
protection can be found to the southeast of 
Isola Caprera froit the high Kaves.    For 
protection froi Kinds vessels nust move 
Kestward to south of Isola Caprera. 

b.    Ponente Kinds - Wind Kaves developing over 
the fetch tro» near Palau to southeast of Isola 
Caprera can cause problens for submarines and 
s«all craft inbound to Rada di Santo Stefano. 
To escape strongest Kinds vessels should move 
to the Bulf of Sranc! on NE coast of Sardinia. 

f-    Tropical cyclone - Uncoflnion, especially 
in winter, but at least one has been observed 
in the   Mediterranean in January.    High winds 
and waves possible. 

EFFECT - PRECAUTIONARY/EVASIVE ACTIONS 

L=t      h   iS'^'^f' f'"^= "" 2' "' =''°"''* f°" ""'"l Probie.5, hut 
vess 1    should deploy tKO anchors or consider leaving the aSchorage i     trono 

we th ? d ck        "   ' "" '°°" '"'■■   "'"*■'" P'"™"'' '''f'^"'' °° 

(r^rnr    +      c    —""r'-^") "c,.iu,i.Ly LBu ftiiwiiui^ 11 scronq rooenie conditions 
torecast.    Secure loose gear.    I1ini«i!e personnel eiposure on weather decks. 

f; .,mf3 ?!■       f° P°'sn'i?l for destruction, .ariners should lake every effort 
to avoid being placed in the path of a tropical cyclone.    If at all possible 
vessels s oulj put to sea and take evasive action'at the first i     c it 
a tropical cyclone nay strike or pass close to La Haddalena. 

a.     THEPREVfllLINB WIHD AT SEfl CftmOT BE flSSOHED TO BE REPRESENTATIVE Of WINDS 
p^IIp^gM!;J^pE!) in IHIIA MUMLLM laaijMUP   AllrriWii--5??fifHon 
froj high waves canTc founS^by noving KesfHaTcrTDKarrCapo B'Orso or southeast- 
ward to the Gulf of Aranci.    Noving^westward will provide only liiited protection 

Stefano. 
fron strong winds.    Strong northeast winds can result in anchor dragging 
throughout the area froi southeast of Isola Caprera to the Rads di Santo 

b,   Strong Ponente conditions lake it advisable to depart the anchorage and 
•ove to a nore protected location in the Gulf of Aranci on the northeast coast 
of Sardinia. 

c.    Because of the potential for destruction, mariners should Mke every effort 
to avoid being piaced in the path of a tropical cyclone.    If at all possible, 
vesSB.s should put to sea and take evasive action at the first indication that 
a tropical cyclone nay strike or pass close to La Naddalena. 

ADVANCE INDICATORS AND OTHER INFORMATION 
ABOUT POTENTIAL HAZARD 

a. Nost strong northeasterly winds at La Haddalena are caused by a strong or 
intensifying low pressure system moving from the Gulf of Genoa southeastward 
across the Tyrrhenian Sea.    Wind directions during such an event would 
typically start as westerly, veering to northeasterly as the low mves 
southeastward.    It should be noted that northwesterly winds can veer to 
northeasterly within 24 hours.    Since winter winds are generally northeasterly, 
the only advance indication of increased wind velocities may be a steepening of 
the pressure gradient,   The meteorologist must monitor synoptic reports 
carefully and be alert for anomalous pressure tendencies which could sional 
increased air flow.   As a rule of thumb, strong northeasterly winds generally 
last 24~3A hours from onset. ' y / 

b. Ponente winds result from a Ifistral, Kith winds turning to westerly through 
the Strait of Bonifacio,   ft 24-hoiir advance warning of a forthcoming Ponente is 
provided when dark stratocumulus clouds build over the west coast of Corsica 
when clear conditions exist at La Haddalena.    A Ponente may also be indicated 
whenever fishing boats do not leave port on their normal schedule,    ft local 
orecastinj rule states that when a westerly wind begins to veer to the north, 

the wind will normally calm in appronmately 6 to 10 hours, 

^' JJ"L'J^, '''"' advance indication of the formation of a tropical cyclone 
in the Nedlterranean.   Close lonitoring of satellite images and synoptic 
reports IS necessary for early detection of a developing tropicalcyclone.    A 
approachinn tropical cyclone may be indicated by noting high, thin clouds in 
eye onically spiralling, gradually thickening bands, or unexplained long-pen 
swell approaching froi the southern semicircle. 

long-period 

I,    host strong northeasterly winds/waves in the La Naddalena area result fro« a 
strong or intensifying loK pressure system moving from the Gulf of Genoa 
southeastward across the Tyrrhenian Sea,    During such an event the direction 
will start as northKest and veer to northeast as the loK moves southeastKard. 
Note that northKesc winds typically shift to northeast within 24 hours and that 
the northeast flow Kill continue for 24-34 hours. 

b.    Ponente winds result from a Nistral, Kith winds turning to westerly through 
the btrait of Bonifacio,    ft 24-hour advance Barning of a forthcoming Ponente i' 
provided when dark stratocumulus clouds build over the west coast of Corsica 
when clear conditions exist at La Naddalena.    A Ponente may also be indicated 
whenever fishing boats do not leave port on their normal schedule,    A local 
forecastinj rule states that when a westerly wind begins to veer to the north, 
the wind will normally calm in approximately 4 to 10 hours. 

-■ iP^L^j-! '"'"^ advance indication o( the fomation of a tropical cyclone 
in the Nediterranean.   Close monitoring of satellite ijages and synoptic 
reports 15 necessary for early detection of a developing tropical cyclone.    An 
approaching tropical cyclone may be indicated by noting high, thin clouds in 
eye onically spirallingj gradually thickeninj bands, or unexplained long-period cyi.iuuii.4iiy spiralling, gradually thickening ba 
swell approaching from the southern semicircle. 



TABLE 3-5.   (Continued) 

VESSEL 
LOCATION/SITUATION 

4.    ftrriyinq/jeiiirtiiiq Li 
Haddaiena IsUniJ group. 

Late Autunn 
Minter 

Early Spring 

Strongest Late Winter 
And Early Spring 

WeaK Sunner 
Autunn 

Late Autumn 
Winter 

Early Spring 
Heak Sumer 

Winter 
SufflBer 
Spring 

Likely flutuin 

POTENTIAL HAZARD 

a. Strong northeasterly »inds/seas - 
Prevailing «nter mnds are'SnjTat La 
Haddaiena, Put a steepened pressure 
gradient caused by transient lo» pressure 
systeis mving into/across the Tyrrhenian Sea 
results in strong northeasterly (Ion being 
tunneled betneen Isola Ls haddaiena and Isola 
Caprera to the location of the NATO pier and 
fled-ffloored subiiarine tender on the east side 
oT isola Santo Stefano.    The enhanced winds 
and resultant seas sake «oorinn and nesting 
operations difficult at the NATO pier site. 

b. Ponente Binds - ft strong »est to 
northwest wind through the strait of 
Bonefacio and La Maddalena area resulting 
fron a Histral.    Strongest in winter and 
spring, the Ponente creates variable, 
swirling winds at the NATO pier site. 
Ponente conditions lake nooring difficult due 
to uncertain wind direction. 

c. northwesterly swell - ttistral and 
associated Ponente winifs result in a 
northwesterly swell which «ay reach 15-20 ft 
14.5 to 6 ■) in the Strait of Bonifacio.    The 
swell is 8-10 ft (2.5 to 3 ») by the tine it 
reaches Palau.   Hind waves will develop with 
strong westerly flow over the fetch south of 
Isola Santa Stefano and Isola Caprera «aking 
it difficult for subiarines, which norjally 
approach Rada di Santo Stefano froi the 
southeast, to enter. 

d.    Tropical cyclone - Uncomon, especially 
in winter, but at least one has been observed 
in the   Mediterranean in January.   High winds 
and waves possible. 

EFFECT - PRECAUTIONARY/EVASIVE ACTIONS 

a.    THE PREVA1LIN6 WIND AT SEA CANNOT BE ASSUNED TO BE REPSESENTATIVE OF KINDS 
fflAJTIIOgTJMPgrirTffriJ-HAllUALEMA iSLAND GRIillFT^lnhound v,"s.U 
intending To dioor at thFKBTO pier or submarine tender should reiain at sea 
until the strong northeasterly winds subside.   Vessels intending to anchor in 
Rada 01 Santo Stefano can proceed to the anchorage, deploying two anchors if 
conditions warrant.    A strong northeasterly wind «ay preclude anchoring until 
winds abate.    Outbound vessels will have to deterjine the advisability of 
getting underway on an as-occurring basis. 

°,'.„,™.f''ffl'':'{!g.'j.'.g° AT SEA CANNOT BE ASSUHED TO 8E REPRESENTATIVE OF KINDS 
jHJI^ILklE EjPmEKlJTrTHrDrHADDALEllA 15LANH ERUDFTniurtimii.  
uncertain wind flrection aT NfllO pier location and associated •ooring/nesting 
difficulties enperienced during Ponente conditions, vessels are advised to 
delay arrival/departure times until after the winds abate. 

c.    Since most vessels approach/depart Rada di Santo Stefano froi/to the 
southeast, they will have to transit the exposed   waters south of Isola 
Caprera.    Outbound vessels will have following seas and should experience 
•inisal problems.   Head seas will be encountered by incoming vessels and may be 
a problei for subnarines and snaller surface vessels.   Reiainmg at sea in (he 
lee of Sardinia or anchoring in the Gulf of Aranci on the northeast coast of 
bardinia until the seas abate should be considered. 

d.   Because of the potential for destruction, nariners should nake every effort 
to avoid being placed in the path of a tropical cyclone.    If at all possible, 
vessels should put to sea and take evasive action at the first indication that 
a tropical  cyclone may strike or pass close to La Naddalena. 

ADVANCE INDICATORS AND OTHER INFORMATION 
ABOUT POTENTIAL HAZARD 

a.    host strong northeasterly winds at La Naddalena ar 
intensifying low pressure systei «oving lro> the Gulf 
across the Tyrrhenian Sea,    Wind directions during sue: 
typically start as westerly, veering to northeasterly 
southeastward.    It should be noted that northwesterly 
northeasterly within 24 hours.    Since winter winds are 
the only advance indication of increased wind velocit] 
the pressure gradient.    The meteorologist must monitor 
carefully and be alert for anomalous pressure tendenci 
increased air flow.   As a rule of thunb, strong northe 
last 24-36 hours from onset. 

e caused by a strong or 
of Genoa southeastward 
fi an event would 
as the low moves 
winds can veer to 
generally northeasterly, 

es may be a steepening of 
synoptic reports 

es which could signal 
asterly winds generally 

i.    Ponente winds result from a Histral, with winds turning to westerly through 
the Strait of Bonifacio.    A 24-bour advance warning of a forthcoming Ponente is 
provided when dark stratocumulus clouds build over the west coast of Corsica 
when clear conditions exist at La haddaiena,    A Ponente may also be indicated 
whenever fishing boats do not leave port on their normal schedule.    A local 
forecasting rule states that when a westerly wind begins to veer to the north, 
the wind will noraally calm in approximately 6 to 10 hours. 

c.    Sea state varies greatly with location due to wind direction and 
topography.   Calm seas in the vicinity of the tender can be misleading under 
certain conditions to outbound units. 

(1) Westerly winds of 15 kt or greater will produce 4-t ft (1.2-1.6 ml 
or higher swells in the passage from the Strait of Bonifacio, south of Isols 
Spargi, and west of Isola Santo Stefano,    Units approaching from east of isola 
Canrera for entrance to La Naddslena from the northwest can be mislead by the 
calm area in the lee of Caprera, only to be confronted by large waves in the 
Strait of Bonifacio. 

(2) Sustained northwesterly winds of 15 kt or greater create sea and 
swells in the open area of Isola Caprera of from 10 to 15 ft 13 to 4.5 m).    The 
area in the vicinity of the tender reflects this sea condition but does not 
adequately depict the sea conditions in the open areas.    Furthermore, when 
outbound through the eastern exit south of Caprera, a calm area sometimes 
exists east of Caoo d'Drso due to the topographical lee of Caprera.    This can 
be misleading as to the sea state existing on the east side of Caprera, 

(31    When the wind at La Haddaiena begins to veer to the north, the seas 
will normallv calm in the roadstead in approximately 6 to 10 hours. 

(41    When the wind calms, the sea conditions in the roadstead abate 
rapidly but remain for an extended period of time in the approaches to the 
roadstead. 

■' J'"»^j'^ "*"' aif^hce indication of the formation of a tropical cyclone 
in the nediterranean.   Close monitoring of satellite images and synoptic 
reports is necessary for early detection of a developing tropical cyclone.    An 
approachino tropical cyclone nay be indicated by noting high, thin clouds in 
eye onically spiralling, gradually thickening bands, or unexplained long-period 
swell approaching from the southern semicircle. 



TABLE 3-5.  (Continued) 

VESSEL 
LOCATION/SITUATION 

5.   Snail boat operations, 

Late Autumn 
Hinter 

Early Spring 

Stronoest Late Hinter 
And Early Spring 

Weak Suiiiier 
Autunn 

Late Sutuin 
Winter 

Early Spring 
Weak SuMer 

Winter 
Suiifler 
Spring 

Likely Autuin 

POTENTIAL HAZARD 

a. Strong northeasterly winds/seas - 
Prevailing sinter iinos are Nb'ly at La 
Haddalena, but a steepened pressure 
gradient caused by transient IOH pressure 
systeis loving into/across the Tyrrhenian Sea 
results in strong northeasterly flon being 
fiinneled bet»een Isola La Naddalena and Isola 
Caprera to the location o( the NATO pier and 
Med-aoored submarine tender on east side of 
Isola Santo Stefano.   The enhanced Binds and 
resultant seas flake the operation of small 
boats at the NATO pier site difficult. 

b. Ponente winds - A strong Hest to 
northwest wind through the btrait of 
Bonifacio and La Haddalena area resulting 
froa a fiistral.    Strongest in winter and 
spring, the Ponente creates variable, 
swirling winds at the NATO pier site, iiaking 
small boat operations difficult. 

c. Northwesterly swell - Mistral and 
associated Ponente winds result in a 
northwesterly swell which may reach 15-20 ft 
H.5 to 6 ») in the Strait of Bonifacio, but 
is reduced to 8-10 ft 12.5 to 3 «) by the 
tiffie it reaches Palau.    The swell creates 
dangerous docking conditions for sfflall boats 
at the Palau city pier.    Heavy sea/swell 
conditions enroute day cause delay or 
cancellation of routine boat runs between 
Palau and La Haddalena.    Siall boat traffic 
over routes south and west of Isola Santa 
Stefano will be curtailed. 

d. Tropical cyclone - Uncommon, especially 
in winter, but at least one has been observed 
in the   Hediterranean in January.   High winds 
and waves possible. 

EFFECT - PRECAUTIONARY/EVASIVE ACTIONS 

a.   Strong northeasterly winds and seas will adversely impact routine small 
craft operations in the vicinity of the NATO pier but 50 ft boat runs to/from 
the Fleet Landing at La Haddalena and the Palau city pier normally continue to 
operate. 

b.    SaaJI boat operations are only minimally affected by the Ponente winds 
directly, huts the seas which may accompany them can cause great difficulty. 

c.    The 50 ft boats which make the freguently scheduled runs to/from La 
Haddalena, submarine tender, and Palau eiperience difficulty during docking at 
the Palau city pier because the swell motion tends to smash the boats against 
the pier.   Normally, during Ponente conditions the small Navy boats operate 
only between the submarine tender and the La Haddalena Fleet Landing (where 
wave impact is miniiial), and personnel take a larger commercial ferry to Palau. 

d.   All small boat operations should cease at the approach of the tropical 
cyclone.    Small craft should be hoisted out of the water and secured on deck 
or, in the case of shore-based boats, well above the high tide line. 

ADVANCE INDICATORS AND OTHER INFORMATION 
ABOUT POTENTIAL HAZARD 

a. Host strong 
intensifying low 
across the Tyrrh 
typically start 
southeastward, 
northeasterly wi 
the only advance 
the pressure gra 
carefully and be 
increased air f] 
last 24-34 hours 

northeasterly winds at La Haddalena are caused by a strong or 
pressure system moving from the Gulf of Senoa southeailwird 

enian Sea.    Hind directions during such an event would 
as westerly, veering to northeasterly as the low moves 
It should be noted that northwesterly winds can veer to 
thin 2( hours.    Since winter winds are generally northeasterly, 
indication of increased wind velocities may be a steepening of 
lent.   The meteorologist must monitor synoptic reports 
alert for anomalous pressure tendencies which could signal 

ow.    As a rule of thumb, strong northeasterly winds gntrally 
from onset. 

b. Ponente winds result from a Histral, with winds turning to westerly through 
the Strait of Bonifacio.    A 24-hour advance warning of a forthcoming Ponente is 
provided when dark stratocumulus clouds build over the west coast of Corsica 
when clear conditions exist at La Haddalena,    A Ponente may also be indicated 
whenever fishing boats do not leave port on their normal schedule,    A local 
forecasting rule states that when a westerly wind begins to veer to the north, 
the wind will normally calm in approiiiately 6 to 10 hours, 

c. Northwesterly swell results when Histral winds blow across the western 
Hediterranean Sea.    if the wind continues through the Strait of Bonifacio 
(Ponente windl it will continue to reinforce the swell, but once generated, the 
swell will propagate through the Strait regardless of the wind.    The swell 
which travels through the La Haddalena Island group is roughly one-half as high 
as that experienced in the Strait,    Hhen the wind at La Haddalena starts to 
veer to the north, the seas will normally call in the roadstead in 
approximately 6 to 10 hours,. 

d.    There is little advance indication of the formation of a tropical cyclone 
in the Hediterranean,   Close monitoring of satellite images and synoptic 
reports is necessary for early detection of a developing tropical cyclone.    An 
approaching tropical cfclone may be indicated by noting high, thin clouds in 
eye onically spiralling, gradually thickening bands, or unexplained long-period 
swell approaching from the southern semicircle. 



TABLE 3-5-  (Continued) 

VESSEL 
LOCATION/SITUATION 

6.    Helicopter operations at 
NflTQ pier. 

Late Autuian 
Minter 

Early Spring 

Stronoest Late Winter 
find Early Spring 

Weak Summer 
Autumn 

Winter 
Sunner 
Spring 

Likely Autunn 

POTENTIAL HAZARD 

a. Strong northeasterly mnds/seas - 
Prevailing winter winds are NE'iy at La 
Kaddalena, but a steepened oressure 
gradient caused by transient low pressure 
systems aoving into/across Tyrrhenian Sea 
results in strong northeasterly flow being 
tunneled between Isoia La Maddalena and Isola 
Caprera to the location of the NATO pier and 
Med-Boored subaarine tender on the east side 
of Isola Santo Stefano.    The enhanced winds 
flowing over the rugged island region can 
create dangerous low level turbulence. 

b. Ponente winds - ft strong west to 
northwest wind resulting fro» a Mistral, a 
gap wind blowing across the Gulf of Lion and 
the western Mediterranean Sea before reaching 
the Strait of Bonifacio and La Maddalena. 
Strongest in winter and spring, the Ponente 
creates variable, swirling winds at the 
tender site.    Ponente conditions fliake 
helicopter operations hazardous because of an 
eddy effect over the helicopter landing area 
adjacent to the NATO pier. 

^'    Tropical cyclone - Uncoi»»on, especially 
in winter, but at least one has been observed 
in the   Mediterranean in January.   High winds 
and waves possible. 

EFFECT PRECAUTIONARY/EVASIVE ACTIONS 

a.   Helicopters should be operated with caution due to atmospheric turbulence 
induced by strong winds flowing over/ around the surrounding rugged island 
region. 

b.    The west to northwesterly Ponente winds create hazardous conditions for 
helicopter operations near tne NATO pier,   fin eddy is freguently found over the 
helicopter landing area adjacent to the pier, and swirling wind conditions are 
the rule during a Ponente.    Helicopters should be operated with caution, 

c.   All helicopter operations should cease prior to the onset of gale force 
(>34 ktl winds, and the helicopters firsly secured and protected. 

ADVANCE INDICATORS AND OTHER INFORMATION 
ABOUT POTENTIAL HAZARD 

a. Host strong northeasterly winds at La Maddalena ar 
intensifvinq low pressure system itovinq from the Gulf ■ 
across the Tyrrhenian Sea. Wind directions during sue 
typically start as westerly, veering to northeasterly 
southeastward. It should be noted that northwesterly 
northeasterly within 24 hours. Since winter winds are 
the only advance indication of increased wind velociti 
the pressure gradient. The meteorologist isust sionitor 
carefully and be alert for anomalous pressure tendenci 
increased air flow, fts a rule of thuab, strong northe 
last 24-36 hours froB onset. 

e caused by a strong or 
of Genoa southeastward 
h an event would 
as the low roves 
winds can veer to 
generally northeasterly, 

es loay be a steepening of 
synoptic reports 

es which could signal 
asterly winds generally 

b.    Ponente winds result from a Mistral, with winds turning to westerly through 
the Strait of Bonifacio,    A 24-hour advance warning of a forthcoBinq Ponente is 
provided when dark stratocumulus clouds build over the west coast of Corsica 
when clear conditions exist at La Maddalena,   A Ponente say also be indicated 
whenever fishing boats do not leave port on their normal schedule.    A local 
forecasting rule states that when a westerly wind begins to veer to the north, 
the wind will noraally calm in approxijiately 6 to 10 hours. 

c.    There is little advance indication of the fornation of a tropical cyclone 
in the Mediterranean.    Close monitoring of satellite ioages and synoptic 
reports is necessary for early detection.   An approaching tropical cyclone may 
be indicated by noting high, thin clouds in cyclonically spiralling, gradually 
thickening bands, or unexplained long-period swell approacning frofa the 
southern senicirde. 
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information included in this port evaluation. 
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APPENDIX A 

General Purpose Qceanoqraphic Information 

This section provides general information on wave 

forecasting and wave climatology as used in this study. 

The forecasting material is not harbor specific. The 

material in paragraphs A.1 and A.2 was extracted from 

H.O. Pub. No. 603, Practical Methods for Observing and 

Forecasting Ocean Waves (Pierson, Neumann, and James, 

1955). The information on fully arisen wave conditions 

(A.3) and wave conditions within the fetch region (A.4) 

is based on the JONSWAP model. This model was developed 

from measurements of wind wave growth over the North Sea 

in 1973. The JONSWAP model is considered more 

appropriate for an enclosed sea where residual wave 

activity is minimal and the onset and end of locally 

forced wind events occur rapidly (Thornton, 1986), and 

where waves are fetch limited and growing (Hasselmann, et 

al., 1976). Enclosed sea, rapid onset/subsiding local 

winds, and fetch limited waves are more representative of 

the Mediterranean waves and winds than the conditions of 

the North Atlantic from which data was used for the 

Pierson and Moskowitz (P-M) Spectra (Neumann and Pierson 

1966). The P-M model refined the original spectra of 

H.O. 603, which over developed wave heights. 

The primary difference in the results of the 

JONSWAP and P-M models is that it takes the JONSWAP model 

longer to reach a given height or fully developed seas. 

In part this reflects the different starting wave 

conditions. Because the propagation of waves from 

surrounding areas into semi-enclosed seas, bays, harbors, 

etc. is limited, there is little residual wave action 

following periods of locally light/calm winds and the sea 

surface is nearly flat. A local wind developed wave 

growth is therefore slower than wave growth in the open 

ocean where some residual wave action is generally always 
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present. This slower wave development is a built in bias 

in the formulation o-F the JONSWAP model which is based on 

data collected in an enclosed sea- 

De-f i ni ti ons . , 

Waves that are being generated by local winds are 

called "SEA".  Waves that have traveled out o-f the gener- 

ating &rE:B,     B.rG      known  as "SWELL".  Seas &r&   chaotic in 

period,  height and direction while  swell  approaches  a 

simple  sine wave pattern as its distance -from the gener- 

ating AriBB.   increases.  An in-between state exists  for  a 

few  hundred  miles  outside the generating Ar^a.   and is a 

condition that reflects parts of both of the above  defi- 

nitions.  In the Mediterranean area,  because its fetches 

and open sea expanses are limited,  SEA  or  IN—  BETWEEN 

conditions  will  prevail.  The "SIGNIFICANT WAVE HEIGHT" 

is defined as the average value of  the  heights  of  the 

one-third highest waves.  PERIOD and WAVE LENGTH refer to 

the time between passage of,  and distances between,  two 

successive  crests  on the sea surface.  The FREQUENCY is 

the reciprocal of the period <f = 1/T) therefore  as  the 

period  increases  the frequency decreases.  Waves result 

from the transfer of energy from  the  wind  to  the  sea 

surface.  The  area over which the wind blows is known as 

the FETCH, and the length of time that the wind has blown 

is the DURATION.  The characteristics of  waves  (height, 

length,  and period) depend on the duration,  fetch,  and 

velocity of the wind.  There is a  continuous  generation 

of  small short waves from the time the wind starts until 

it stops.  With continual transfer  of  energy  from  the 

wind  to  the  sea  surface the waves grow with the older 

waves leading the growth and spreading the energy over  a 

greater  range  of  frequencies.  Throughout  the  growth 

cycle a SPECTRUM of ocean waves is being developed. 
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A. 2    Wave Spectrum 

Wave characteristics are best described by means 

of their range o-f -frequencies and directions or their 

spectrum and the shape of the spectrum. If the spectrum 

of the waves covers a wide range of frequencies and 

directions (known as short-crested conditions), SEA 

conditions prevail. If the spectrum covers a narrow 

range of frequencies and directions (long crested 

conditions), SWELL conditions prevail. The wave spectrum 

depends on the duration of the wind, length of the fetch, 

and on the wind velocity. At a given wind speed and a 

given state of wave development, each spectrum has a band 

□f frequencies where most of the total energy is 

concentrated. As the wind speed increases the range of 

significant frequencies extends more and more toward 

lower frequencies (longer periods). The frequency of 

maximum energy is given in equation 1.1 where v is the 

wind speed in knots. 

f„«„ = 2.476 (1.1) 

The wave energy, being a function of height squared, 

increases rapidly as the wind speed increases and the 

maximum energy band shifts to lower frequencies. This 

results in the new developing smaller waves (higher 

frequencies) becoming less significant in the energy 

spectrum as well as to the observer. As larger waves 

develop an observer will pay less and less attention to 

the small waves. At the low frequency (high period) end 

the energy drops off rapidly, the longest waves are 

relatively low and extremely flat, and therefore also 

masked by the high energy frequencies. The result is 

- that 5X of the upper frequencies and ZV. of the lower 

frequencies  can  be  cut-off  and  only  the   remaining 
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■frequencies are considered as the "significant part of 

the wave spectrum". The resulting range of significant 

frequencies or periods are used in defining a fully 

arisen sea. For a fully arisen sea the approximate 

average period for a given wind speed can be determined 

from equation (1.2). 

f = 0.285V (1.2) 

Where v is wind speed in knots and T is period in 

seconds. The approximate average wave length in a fully 

arisen sea is given by equation (1.3), 

L = 3.41 J^ (1.3) 

Where  L  is average wave length in feet and T is average 

period in seconds. 

The approximate average wave length of a fully arisen sea 

can also be expressed as: 

L = .67"L" (1.4) 

where "L" = 5.12T=,  the wave length for the classic sine 

wave. 

A.3    Fully Arisen Sea Conditions 

For each wind speed there are minimum fetch (n 

mi) and duration (hr) values required for a fully arisen 

sea to exist. Table A-1 lists minimum fetch and duration 

values for selected wind speeds, values of significant 

wave (average of the highest 1/3 waves) period and 

height, and wave length of the average wave during 

developing and fully arisen seas. The minimum duration 

time assumes a start from a flat sea.  When pre-existing 
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lower waves exist the time to fetch limited height will 

be shorter. There-fore the table duration time represents 

the maximum duration required. 

Table A-1. 
on the JQN; 

Ful 
iWAP Model . 

Arisen Deep Water Sea Conditions  Based 

Wind 
Speed 
(kt) 

Minimum 
Fetch/Durati an 
(n mi)  <hrs) 

Sig Wave (Hl/3) 
Peri od/Hei ght 
(sec)    (ft) 

Wave Length (ft) "■ • = 
Developing/Fully 

/Ari sen 
L X (.5) /L X (.67) 

10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 

28 
55 
110 
160 
210 
310 
410 

4 
6 
B 

11 
13 
15 
17 

4 / 2 
6 / 4 
8 / 8 
9 / 12 

11 / 16 
13 / 22 
15 / 30 

41 / 55 
92 / 123 
164 / 220 
208 / 278 
310 / 415 
433 / 580 
576 / 772 

NOTES: -' 

^ Depths throughout fetch and travel zone must be greater 
than 1/2 the wave length, otherwise shoaling and 
refraction take place and the deep water 
characteristics of waves are modified. 

^ For the classic sine wave the wave length (L) equals 
5.12 times the period (T) squared (L = 5.12T=). As 
waves develop and mature to fully developed waves and 
then propagate out of the fetch area as swell their 
wave lengths approach the classic sine wave length. 
Therefore the wave lengths of developing waves are less 
than those of fully developed waves which in turn are 
less than the length of the resulting swell. The 
factor of .5 (developing) and .67 (fully developed) 
reflect this relationship. 
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A.4    Wave Conditions Within The Fetch Region 

Waves produced by local winds are re-ferred to as 

SEA. In harbors the local sea or wind waves may create 

hazardous conditions -for certain operations. Generally 

within harbors the fetch lengths will be short and 

therefore the growth of local wind waves will be fetch 

limited. This implies that there are locally determined 

upper limits of wave height and period for each wind 

velocity. Significant changes in speed or direction will 

result in generation of a new wave group with a new set 

of height and period limits. Once a fetch limited sea 

reaches its upper limits no further growth will occur 

unless the wind speed increases. 

Table A-2 provides upper limits of period and 

height for given wind speeds over some selected fetch 

lengths. The duration in hours required to reach these 

upper limits (assuming a start from calm and flat sea 

conditions) is also provided for each combination of 

fetch length and wind speed. Some possible uses of Table 

A-2 information are: 

1) If the only waves in the area are locally 
generated wind waves, the Table can be used 
to forecast the upper limit of sea conditions 
for combinations of given wind speeds and 
fetch length. 

2) If deep water swell is influencing the local 
area in addition to locally generated wind 
waves, then the Table can be used to 
determine the wind waves that will combine 
with the swell. Shallow water swell 
conditions are influenced by local bathymetry 
(refraction  and  shoaling)   and   will   be 
addressed in each specific harbor study. 

3) Given a wind soeed over a known fetch length 
the maximum significant wave conditions and 
time needed to reach this condition can be 
determined. 
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Table A-2. Fetch Limited Wind Wave Conditions and Time 
Required to Reach These Limits (Based on JDNSWAP Model). 
Enter the table with wind speed and -fetch length to de- 
termine the significant wave height and period, and time 
duration needed -for wind waves to reach these limiting 
■factors. All o-f the fetch/speed combinations are -fetch 
limited except the 100 n mi fetch and IB kt speed. 

Format;  height (feet)/period (seconds) 
duration required (hours) 

I Fetch \  Wind Speed 
1 Length \    IB 

(kt) 
24 30    1 36    ! 42     1 

! (n mi ) 

:   10 2/3-4 
1-2 

3/3-4 3-4/4 
*- 

4/4-5 
1-2 

5/5 
1-2 

1   20 3/4-5 
2-3 

4/4-5 
3 

5/5 
3 

6/5-6 
3-4 

7/5-6 
3 

!   30 3-4/5 
3 

5/5-6 
4 

6/6 
3-4 

7/6 
3-4 

S/6-7 
3 

!   40 4-5/5-6 
4-5 

5/6 
1     4 

6-7/6-7 
4 

8/7 
4 

9-10/7-8 
3-4 

!  100 5/6-7^ 
!     5-6 

!    9/8 
i     B 

!     11/9 
!       7 

13/9 
7 

15-16/9-10 
!       7 

^  IB kt winds are not -fetch limited over a 100 n mi fetch. 

An example of expected wave conditions based on Table A-2 follows; 

WIND FORECAST OR CONDITION 

An offshore wind of about 24 kt with a fetch limit of 20 

n mi (ship is 20 n mi from the coast) is forecast or has 

been occurring. 

SEA FORECAST OR CONDITION 

From Table A-2: If the wind condition is forecast to 

last, or has been occurring, for at least 3 hours: 

Expect sea conditions of 4 feet at 4-5 second 

period to develop or exist. If the condition 

lasts less than 3 hours the seas will be lower. 

If the condition lasts beyond 3 hours the sea 

will not grow beyond that developed at the end 

of about 3 hours unless there is an increase in 

wind speed or a change in the direction that 

results in a longer fetch. 
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A.5    Wave Climatology 

The wave climatology used in these harbor studies 

is based on 11 years of Mediterranean SOWM output. The 

MED-SOWn is discussed in Volume II of the U.S. Naval 

Oceanography Command Numerical Environmental Products 

Manual (1986). A d-ep water MED-BDWM grid point was 

selected as representative o-f the deep water wave 

conditions outside each harbor. The deep water waves 

were then propagated into the shallow water areas. Using 

linear wave theory, and wave re-fraction computations the 

shallow water climatology was derived from the modified 

deep water wave conditions. This climatology does not 

include the local wind generated seas. This omission, by 

design, is accounted for by removing all wave data for 

periods less than 6 seconds in the climatology. These 

shorter period waves are typically dominated by locally 

generated wind waves. 

A.6    Propagation of Deep Water Swell Into Shallow Water Areas 

When deep water swell moves into shallow water 

the wave patterns are modified, i.e., the wave heights 

and directions typically change, but the wave period 

remains constant. Several changes may take place in- 

cluding shoaling as the wave feels the ocean bottom, re- 

fraction as the wave crest adjusts to the bathymetry 

pattern, changing so that the crest becomes more parallel 

to the bathymetry contours, friction with the bottom 

sediments, interaction with currents, and adjustments 

caused by water temperature gradients. In this work, 

only shoaling and refraction effects are considered. 

Consideration of the other factors are beyond the 

resources available for this study and, furthermore, they 

are considered less significant in the harbors of this 

study than the refraction and shoaling factors. 

To determine the conditions of the deep water 

waves   in   the  shallow  water  areas  the  deep  water 
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conditions were -first obtained from the Navy's 

operational MED-SOWM wave model. The bathymetry for the 

harbor/area of interest was extracted from available 

charts and digitized for computer use. Figure A-1 is a 

sample plot of bathymetry as used in this project. A ray 

path refraction/shoaling program was run 'for selected 

combinations of deep water wave direction and period. 

The selection was based on the near deep water wave 

climatology and harbor exposure. Each study area 

requires a number of ray path computations. Typically 

there are 3 or 4 directions <at 30° increments) and 5 or 

6 periods (at 2 second intervals) of concern for each 

area of study. This results in 15 to 24 plots per 

area/harbor. To reduce this to a manageable format for 

quick reference, specific locations within each study 

area were selected and the information was summarized and 

is presented in the specific harbor studies in tabular 

form. 
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Figur* A-1.  Example plot of bathymetry (Naples harbor) as used in this 
project.  For plotting purposes only, contours are at 50 -fathom 
intervals -from an initial 10 fathoms to 110 fathoms, and at 100 fathom 
intervals thereafter.  The larger size numbers identify specific 
anchorage areas addressed in the harbor study. 
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